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WELCOME to KiwiFlyer Issue 18. This issue marks the end of
our third year of publication. Given how quickly those three years
seem to have gone by, it is an opportune moment to say a sincere
thanks to everyone who has been involved in creating KiwiFlyer
and developing the magazine to where it is today. Our advertisers
are the people who make the venture viable, so please help us return
the favour and support them when you can. To the fine group of
aviation enthusiasts who contribute to KiwiFlyer – thanks team!
Your efforts are greatly appreciated by myself and our readers. And a
big thanks to our readers too. We enjoy receiving your feedback and
hope that you will continue to enjoy receiving KiwiFlyer for many
years to come.
The centre 8 pages of this issue are a Guide to Flair 2011, running
from 13th to 15th October at Te Kowhai Airfield near Hamilton.
This event has been designed to appeal to all Kiwi Aviators as well
as the general public, and to put New Zealand Aviation on the world
stage during the Rugby World Cup. I encourage everyone to read
the Event Programme – and the rest of the Guide. The amount of
preparation behind this event will take a lot of people by surprise.
Ten innovative NZ aviation products will be presented during the
three days. These include two new turbine powered kit helicopters,
the Martin Jetpack, a new UAV, a new aircraft engine, an amphibian,
new aircraft painting facilities, and more. Also being launched at Flair
is Sky Challenge, where air racing becomes interactive, as real aircraft
and pilots race at low level through a virtual course, and are joined
in the race by online pilots in real time, the whole thing also being
displayed on outdoor screens for spectators at the event. This NZ
developed product promises to add a totally new dimension to the
already intense and exciting sport of air racing.
Flair also includes a wide variety of seminars. Several are from
international visitors who are leaders in aviation, including Aircraft
Designer John McGinnis from mc squared, considered by many to
be ‘the next Rutan’. There will be a series of how-to workshops for
Home Builders and a variety of daily flying demonstrations. Flair
is a not-for-profit event involving a lot of effort from many in the
industry, so do support it if you can.
Also in this issue are a flight review of the new Robinson R66 by
Simon Spencer-Bower, an introduction to the new Guimbal Cabri
soon to arrive here, several interesting aviation business profiles, as
well as articles from all our regular contributors. Readers are sure to
enjoy Chris Gee’s air to air photography feature, written with input
and pictures from three world renowned professionals in this field.
Spring has arrived. The weather is more settled and the days are
getting longer. They’re almost long enough for a quick fly after work,
unless flying is your work in which case the rest of us envy you.
Enjoy this issue. We look forward to seeing you at Flair.
Editor, KiwiFlyer Magazine
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Don’t miss the opportunity to put your
company on show to the NZ public and
international visitors during Flair in October.
A limited number of Trade Sites are still
available. For more information contact:
Shaun Mitchell
Email: shaun@aviationcluster.co.nz
Phone: 07 829 7557
www.nzflair.com
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Front Cover: Brett Sanders flying the Heliflite Pacific Robinson R66 in the
Whitford Forest near Ardmore. Photograph by Michael Norton.

KiwiFlyer is focused on the New Zealand aviation marketplace. Call us to discuss how we can help your business.
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Guimbal Cabri on the way to New Zealand
TWO CABRI G2 helicopters are scheduled to arrive in New
Zealand in mid September. They are being imported by Pacific
Aircraft Sales who have been appointed as exclusive distributors
for Guimbal in New Zealand. The Cabri is a new design with a
strong pedigree, offering a host of modern features to enhance
safety and reduce operating costs. As expected, interest has been
high and there is
already a waiting
list of potential
customers who
are keen to look
over and fly the
aircraft as soon as
they arrive. Type
Acceptance has
been granted by
NZ CAA in June
of this year.

Operating economics were also a major factor in the Cabri’s
design which has no fatigue life limited components!, all
components including rotor blades and flight controls being
maintained on condition. The engine and two gearboxes have
2200hr TBO lives specified and the fuel bladder has a 15 year finite
life limit.
Construction and
rotor system

The main
structure is of
carbon composite
construction
which is
maintenance
free and very
resistant to
accident damage.
A three bladed,
soft-inplane, fully
The Cabri G2
articulated rotor
The Cabri
system provides
G2 is a two seat
for a wide
piston engined
flight envelope
helicopter
including strong
designed and
winds and
constructed using
turbulence –
many of the same
normally the
technologies
domain of
used in larger
larger turbine
turbine powered
Robin Moret
helicopters.
helicopters. It
The Guimbal Cabri G2 is a new, state of the art helicopter design, featuring best in class safety characteristics.
Carbon
features a fully
composite rotor blades are of high inertia design, are damage
articulated main rotor system, infinite life carbon composite blades,
tolerant, and have been tested to achieve a on-condition
a fenestron tail, composite fuselage, modern avionics, and many
maintenance regime, with no fatigue life limit. The Cabri boasts
other innovations.
class leading auto-rotational characteristics.
An over-riding factor in the design of the Cabri G2 was safety. It
is the only piston engined helicopter to be certified under stringent
Fenestron Tail
EASA CS-27 and FAA FAR 27 rules. An example of advances
The inclusion of a Fenestron tail is another first for this class
that have been incorporated in the design are the seats which have
of helicopter. Bruno Guimbal was extensively involved with tail
been shown in testing to be survivable in impacts as large as 2000
rotor design during his time with Eurocopter. Together, Bruno and
feet per minute. Another example is the fuel tank which utilises the
Eurocopter jointly hold several Fenestron tail rotor patents which
same technology as Formula 1 race cars and has been shown to
has allowed the Cabri G2 to utilise this technology. Seven injection
survive similar impacts without rupturing.

The evolution of a modern two seat helicopter
IN THE 1990’s during his time at Eurocopter as one of the
design engineers working on the EC120 program, Bruno Guimbal
developed a working demonstrator of a two-seat piston helicopter.
This machine incorporated technologies and safety features that
were common place on modern turbine helicopters, but were at
the time out of the reach of piston engine helicopter owners and
operators.
Bruno was determined to show that it was possible to design
and build a small piston engine helicopter with the levels of safety
enjoyed by those who could afford a larger turbine machine. In
addition to incorporating advanced safety concepts he also took
advantage of several technologies that provided the superior flight
characteristics found in larger turbine helicopters.
4
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Helicopters Guimbal was established in the year 2000 with the
purpose of certifying the Cabri G2 and putting it into commercial
production. Research and production facilities were established at
Aux-en-Provence in southern France.
In March 2005 the company achieved the first flight of
F-WYHG, serial number 1001 and in December 2007, following six
years of development and 300 hours of flight testing the Cabri G2
was awarded its EASA Type Certificate.
In May 2008, Eurocopter signed an order for a Cabri G2, and in
September of that year the first customer delivery was made.
The two aircraft on their way to New Zealand are serial numbers
24 and 25. To date 25 aircraft have been delivered, with the high
hour machine having flown in excess of 900 hours.

August / September 2011
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moulded blades are used in this design.
Aside from reducing the helicopter’s noise signature appreciably
(most helicopter noise is generated by the tail rotor blades), the
Fenestron design provides for much safer operation in confined
spaces and in high winds. Fine manoeuvres were accomplished
in testing with crosswinds
exceeding 50kts.
Other advantages include
reduced Foreign Object
Damage damage potential and
the elimination of tail rotor
vortex issues.
Engine

The Cabri G2 utilises the
venerable Lycoming O360
engine, but in this case including
several new innovations.
Control is by a digital engine
governor and includes startup
overspeed protection. Power
output is 145hp at 3650rpm.
An STC (Supplemental Type
Certificate) embodied on the
engine is held by Guimbal and
comprises a Plasma electronic
ignition with variable timing
to replace the right hand
retard-capable magneto. This
solid-state, maintenance free
electronic ignition gives greater
reliability and smoother starting.
The exhaust is discharged
above the helicopter providing
the quietest operation in its class
and allowing it to land in long
grass without the risk of fire
Lastly, the engine is installed
using new vibration isolation
mounts, at a more convenient
height for maintenance access.

detectors, rotor and engine RPM, fuel level and ‘time to stop’, flight
time, Hobbs time, flight logging and more.
Luggage

The Cabri G2 has a 200-litre luggage compartment! The
compartment can be loaded
externally but can also be
accessed from inside the cabin.
It can accommodate two
airline cabin sized suitcases and
more, including the helicopter
handling wheels. There is
additional storage for soft
items under the seats, and if
necessary, the passenger seat can
be removed entirely.
Cabin and Ergonomics

The Cabri G2 has a spacious
cabin with leather seats and
ergonomics that have been
well praised by pilots to date.
Features include: a 4 way trim
system with controls for both
pilots, a digital engine governor,
automatic carburettor heat, a
rotor brake, cabin storage space,
power sockets, heating and
defog systems, adjustable pedals
and tool-less duals removal,
and pneumatic springs on the
remotely lockable cabin doors.
Optional Equipment

Aside from a variety of paint
and trim options, customers can
also add optional equipment
such as: air conditioning,
additional avionics, cargo
hook, and pilot installable (and
automatically deploying) pop
out floats.

Performance

The Cabri G2 weighs in
New Zealand Distribution
at 925lb empty and has a
and Support
maximum gross weight of
Pacific Aircraft Sales is a part
1542lb, for a 617lb useful load.
of
the Pacific Aircraft Group
Vne is at 130kts, maximum level
Clockwise from top: 1) The first Cabri G2 for our part of the world is this
which
traces its origin back 15
speed is 100kts and cruise is
example now flying in Australia. 2) Three bladed, fully articulated rotor head with
non-lifed carbon composite blades. 3) An elegant panel features avionics that
years to when Terry Murdoch
90kts. IGE hover ceiling at max
monitor a variety of engine and aircraft functions. 4) Fenestron tail rotor offers
purchased Christchurch
weight is 5000 ft. Fuel capacity
numerous advantages and has been tested in 50kt cross winds.
Helicopters. That business
is 170 litres and range with a 15
grew steadily during the early and mid 2000’s to the point where it
minute reserve is 700km. Maximum endurance (at 50kts with no
operated some 30 helicopters from bases in Christchurch, Auckland
reserve) is 5 hours 40 minutes.
and Invercargill. Aircraft were operated in commercial and training
roles, with a significant maintenance operation to back it all up. In
Avionics and Instrumentation
2008 a decision was taken to concentrate on the maintenance part
A traditional suite of instruments are included along with the
of the business and the commercial and training aspects were sold
usual communication and GPS options. The core of the Cabri
to Helipro.
G2’s avionics suite is an ‘EPM’ which displays aircraft and engine
Pacific Aircraft Sales was recently incorporated as a result of
information in an intuitive manner. Functions include: Current
an increasing number of aircraft sales transactions the company
power setting and limitation, automatic carburettor heat, chip

If you have a new product and want to tell everyone in the NZ aviation community - Contact KiwiFlyer today on 0800 KFLYER.
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was becoming involved in due to the activities of clients of the
maintenance business. Having followed the development of the
Cabri G2 helicopter in France for some time, Terry believed
that this machine would fill a niche in the New Zealand market.
Along with Chief Engineer Steve Backhurst, he visited the factory
in France earlier this year to get first hand knowledge of the
development along with the people and facilities behind it. They
were so impressed with what they saw that they negotiated exclusive
New Zealand distribution rights on the spot.
Orders were placed for two Cabri G2’s which are scheduled to
arrive in New Zealand in mid September. One of these aircraft has
been sold to a local businessman who currently operates an R22.
The other machine will be used by Pacific Helicopter Training in a
flight training role.
Pacific Aircraft Services engineers have undergone maintenance
training on the Cabri and will be able to fully support the type when
it becomes operational in New Zealand. They are in the process of
establishing a maintenance support network throughout the country
by accrediting selected maintenance providers who will undergo
factory training.

Cessna 162 Skycatcher lands in NZ

New Zealand´s first Cessna 162
Skycatcher has landed. The two-seater is a
clean sheet design, basic flight trainer in the
Light Sport Aircraft - Standard category.

to fly the Skycatcher have commented on
how impressive the performance is and that
it is a brilliant ‘stick and rudder’ aircraft.
Rob George, President of the Auckland
Aero Club declares; “This aircraft is a
game changer.” With a cruise speed of
105 knots, the Skycatcher´s Continental
O200D burns approximately 16 litres per
hour and Garmin G500 avionics provides
a minimalist flight deck with easy transition
to the Garmin G1000 avionics suites found
in larger Cessnas. For more information on
the Cessna 162 Skycatcher contact Chris
Barry at Flightline Aviation on 0800 Cessna
(0800 237762), email info@flightline.co.nz
www.flightline.co.nz
Skywork receive second safety award

What it costs

Operating costs excluding for capital or insurance are quoted
by Guimbal at around NZ$200+GST per hour. Final pricing for
the aircraft in the New Zealand market is yet to be finalised and
although the initial purchase price will obviously be at the top of
the two seat helicopter marketplace, life cycle costs are expected
to be very favourable. Given the Cabri’s rotor system, Fenestron
tail, maintenance regime, technology, safety, appointments, and
friendliness in the training environment, the aircraft is likely to
create and occupy a niche of its own for anyone seeking a small
helicopter designed with safety foremost in mind and including the
latest technolgy available.

The demonstrator aircraft (ZK-DNA)
is one of three Skycatcher´s on order for
the Auckland Aero Club. Chris Barry from
Cessna Distributors Flightline Aviation
says those who have had the opportunity

Skywork Helicopters Limited have won
the annual CAA Aviation Safety Award for
an organisation, for the second time.
The awards are presented each year
to an individual and an organisation with
an overwhelming safety ethos. Criteria
require that the winners have gone out of
their way to do the right thing, that their
actions have directly resulted in safety
standards being raised, and that they have

encouraged others in the aviation industry
to do the same. The Awards are open
to all individuals, and to operators and
organisations involved in aviation in New
Zealand.
Skywork previously won the award in
2000. The company, which was formed
by Roger and Miriam Stevenson in 1997,
now covers the full spectrum of helicopter
operations using a range of aircraft from
H300 to AS350 and a Kaman K-Max.
Hawker Pacific RAAF King Air 350 Fleet

The Hawker Pacific fleet of eight King
Air 350 RAAF Air Combat Officer training
aircraft recently achieved the milestone of
30,000 flying hours in service. The fleet has
been operational since 2003 performing a
range of training and other roles including
Navigator, Observer, Pilot and more
recently Air Combat Officer training.
Management of the fleet is provided
by Hawker Pacific under a turn-key
performance based contract which
includes the lease of the aircraft. Hawker
Pacific provides all elements of support
required such as aircraft supply, special
mission modifications, design engineering,
maintenance, project management and
spares provision.

For more information

New Zealand’s first two Cabri G2s will arrive in September. To
arrange a test flight or for any other information on the aircraft,
contact Terry Murdoch at Pacific Aircraft Sales. Phone 03 359 6891
or 027 433 2647, email: terry@pacificaircraft.co.nz
or visit www.cabri.co.nz

SALES - SERVICE - INSTALLATION

We are proud to supply and support
Dynon’s range of top quality systems
for non-certified aircraft
Skyview Packages start at NZ$5999

Add an Autopilot from just NZ$1100

D6 EFIS
NZ$1995

Info, package options and prices on our web site.

All prices are +GST
and subject to exchange
rate fluctuation

WWW.AVIONICS.CO.NZ
Ardmore Airfield, Auckland | Ph: 09 298 1373 | Email: sales@avionics.co.nz
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Chief Flight Examiner wins award

Massey University School of Aviation’s
Chief Flight Examiner has won an award
for excellence in GA instruction and
contribution to the industry. Dr Richie de
Montalk received the Captain Greg Vujcich
Memorial Award for his work mentoring
and inspiring young aviators. The award
was presented at the recent NZ Airline
Pilots’ Association conference dinner.
Since joining Massey in 1990 the former
RNZAF Pilot has gained a Bachelor
of Aviation, a Master of Aviation with
honours, and a Doctor of Philosophy
awarded for the thesis ‘Developing
Proficiency in Air Transport Pilots:
The Case for the Introduction of NonTechnical skills in Basic Pilot Training
Programmes’. He is an advocate for
broadening the base of pilot training
beyond technical skills and has been
passing on his knowledge in an enthusiastic,
informative and lasting manner since he
first qualified as a flying instructor in 1962.
Greg Vujcich, for whom the award is
named,was a well-respected instructor,
Air New Zealand captain and association
member who died suddenly in 2007.

AeroSport in Brunei

An eye-opening experience was had
by AeroSport Aviation’s Anton Meier
when he visited Brunei recently to arrange
delivery of a SportCruiser aircraft.

Aviation Business Profile

and about the height of a 7 story building,
with a 3m thick concrete floor. The most
astonishing thing was that while I was
there, this enormous building was empty!
There was only a SportCruiser almost out
of sight in one corner and a 767 in another.
A few photos was a must so we towed
the SportCruiser some 300m over to the
767. It’s now on its way to Aerosport’s
Brisbane base where it will be reassembled
and delivered to its new owners.” More
photos by visiting www.aerosport.co.nz and
clicking the Facebook link.
Nationwide Autogyro Training

The aircraft had been displayed at the
Singapore Air Show before being returned
to Brunei, then subsequently sold to a
customer in Australia. Anton flew up to
Brunei to facilitate the dis-assembly and
transportation. Says Anton, “Upon arrival
it became very evident why I needed a
security pass. I entered the hangar via
the marble side entrance escorted by
two guards. The freespan structure was
approximately 300m wide and 100m deep

For many years, learning to fly an
autogyro in New Zealand required long
distance travel as there was only one or
sometimes two people actively instructing.
The first full time operation, Gyrate at
Tauranga was set up by Tony Unwin several
years ago. Part time Instructors also operate
from Nelson and more recently Kerikeri in
Northland. Now Gyrate has a new branch
in Dunedin, Gyrate South, meaning we
have professional gyro instruction readily
available for the first time right across the
country. See the regular gyro article and
advertisements in KiwiFlyer for more
information or visit www.autogyro.org.nz

$500
Trade in / Rebate on Artex ELT
We are pleased to offer ARTEX owners a rebate on their
406MHz ARTEX ELT if it has failed its test and is not going to
be replaced or repaired under the ARTEX warranty.
We will supply a NEW KANNAD 406MHz ELT
complete with universal mounting bracket, a new
Remote Control Switch and a Whip or Rod Antenna
depending upon the configuration required.

Current pricing is
very favourable !!

Phone 07 543 0075 or Email: sales@aviationsafety.co.nz

www.aviationsafety.co.nz
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Rotorblade and Composite Repair Facility
Open for Business at Ardmore

people in New Zealand, Jeremy Davies and
environmental statistics recording. A suite
THE NEW purpose-built rotorblade
Graham Boustred (with 17 and 30 years
of specialist bonding fixtures as well as
and composite repair facility constructed
experience respectively as well as walls full
electronically controlled heat blankets (2
at Ardmore by Oceania Aviation recently
of certificates and accreditations). Jeremy
x 8 separate zone controls) for structural
opened its doors to plenty of enthusiastic
and Graham have a working relationship
adhesive thermo-setting have been acquired
customers and already has sufficient work
dating back many years, having previously
or constructed. Next to the clean room is
for Manager Graham Boustred to be
worked together when Graham set up
an area designated for electronic rotorblade
seeking another Technician to join the
and ran a blade and composite repair
balancing – a system Graham says is already
team. (Anyone interested is welcome to
demonstrating
call and discuss
its worth with
this opportunity
re-fitted blades
further.)
requiring nil
Late last
or negligible
year, Oceania
adjustment
announced their
at the time
intention to
of dynamic
build the facility
balancing.
in support of
Oceania’s
New Zealand
approach and
operators
facility have
whose nearest
been praised by
option for this
Oceania’s new purpose-built rotorblade and composite repair facility. The blade in the foreground is a Bell 206.
manufacturers
type of work
who are grateful
was either in
to have support for their products now
Australia or further afield. Leveraging
available in this part of the world.
from an existing relationship Oceania
has with Advanced Composite Structures
Economical solutions and reduced
(ACS) in Canada, the latest technology and
downtime for Operators
capability has been employed to offer a
Oceania are holding an inventory of
range of composite and metal structures
replacement parts for common repairs and
repair schemes that Graham says are
Graham says there is every likelihood they
sure to be beyond the expectation of the
can complete most jobs within the time
industry in NZ; “We have a broad range
it would normally have taken to crate and
of standard repairs available as well as
transport the work from and back to New
there being a significant opportunity now
Zealand; “We’re offering Kiwi companies
in place for extended repairs. Operators
Jeremy Davies mixing adhesive in the clean room.
the benefit of being able to deal with a
with any rotorblade or composite repair
company in the 1980’s. This has allowed
fellow Kiwi company who can do the work
requirements should contact us to see how
them to design the facility from experience,
right here.”
we can help.” Oceania has a technical and
including a multitude of purpose built
Their intent is to supply the most
training agreement with ACS who are a
economical and comprehensive blade and
jigs, fixtures and trolleys to help avoid any
market-leading composite repair company
composites repair service in Australasia,
potential for lifting and transport damage.
undertaking rotor blade work from light
and Graham and Jeremy already have
A logical workflow has been created
training to heavy lift helicopters. as well as
multiple jobs underway. With a unique
around the process that most jobs will
a major contractor to airlines for bonded
service in New Zealand and a range
follow. Inspection and preparation areas are
panel repair and fabrication work.
of capabilities that include repair and
flooded with natural light near to hangar
Vision and Technology
replacement of worn, damaged or
doors. (Graham and Jeremy have one of
The approach taken to developing
unserviceable parts, corrosion rectification,
the best views at Ardmore, looking straight
the new facility is typical of the Oceania
debonding and void solutions, and more,
out onto the TLOF area and enjoying the
model, involving a large and long term
the team at Oceania Composite Structures
sound of rotorcraft for much of every
investment in the industry’s future. Visitors
can be assured of remaining busy well into
day). A filtered preparation room provides
the future.
will be impressed with the scale, quality and
for cleaning and sanding processes prior
technology employed, all part of Oceania’s
to any paint application which takes place
vision to further strengthen its position as
For more information
in a dedicated 10m long downdraught
a comprehensive service provider to the
Contact Graham Boustred or Jeremy
spray booth. Alongside the spray booth
industry.
Davies at Oceania Aviation on 09 296 2644,
is a separate structural bonding clean
The new operation is staffed by two
e: graham@ohl.co.nz or jeremy@ohl.co.nz
room with a controlled environment for
of the most experienced rotorblade repair
www.oceania-aviation.com
temperature and humidity, and continuous

Would you like to see a profile on your business in KiwiFlyer? Call us on 0800 535937 to discuss options.
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Aircraft Photography Part 6 - Air to Air
Contributed by Chris Gee
Chris Gee continues his series on Aircraft Photography in this issue with a comprehensive air-to-air essay, written with the help of three international experts in
the field. We weren’t planning on it covering ten pages but the images and content are so interesting that it seemed like a crime to edit any of them out. Even if
photography isn’t your thing, you’re sure to enjoy the enthusiasm for aviation that these people have and which Chris has captured within his article.
WELCOME to episode six of our aviation photography tutorial
presentations, and I was able to meet many photographers and ask
series. So far we have covered the technical aspects of how to work
lots of questions. My first opportunity to try air-to-air photography
your camera, compose your shots and take the best aviation photos
was while working at Pilot Getaways magazine, and I’ve been able
that you can - from the ground. But there really
to continue air-to-air at my current job at
Meet our Experts
is only one way to photograph an aircraft
Plane & Pilot magazine.” View Jessica’s
in its natural environment… from the
stunning work at www.jessicaambats.com
air. How else can you get an image of an
airplane from above, with its undercarriage
Gavin Conroy
retracted, the ground zooming past below,
Gavin Conroy’s images are already
and a huge grin on the pilot’s face? The airwell known to many of you. He is New
to-air shoot is every aviation photographer’s
Zealand’s leading air-to-air photographer
dream, and photos taken in the air will be
and is published in virtually all of the
the crème de la crème of their portfolio.
Australasian aviation magazines as well as
Gaining an air-to-air photo opportunity
many international publications. Gavin has
can be a rare experience for the casual
photographed almost the entire collection
enthusiast because trained formation
of classic aircraft and warbirds that operate
pilots aren’t that common and because
within New Zealand, and is an integral part
the whole process can indeed become
of the community that organises the Omaka
Michael Jorgensen
expensive, especially if rare warbirds or
Classic Fighters airshow. Gavin describes
jets are involved. That said, providing the
his start in air-to-air photography: “I started
pilots have the appropriate skills, a lot of
flying at the age of 16 and in the next few
fun and satisfaction can be had from going
years enjoyed flying around the countryside
flying with a friend to take pictures of their
taking friends and family for flights in
(or your) aircraft. There are some special
aircraft like the trusty Piper Tomahawk.
techniques involved and in this tutorial we
Around 2004 I was looking through
seek advice from three legendary air-tomagazines and really enjoying looking at the
air photographers, who generously agreed
marvellous air-to-air photographs. As I had
to share their collective wisdom with us.
ruled out the possibility of flying a WW2
They have an extremely varied array of
fighter myself I decided that if I couldn’t fly
these aircraft types I could always try and
experience, with quite individual styles,
fly with them. Following the Warbirds Over
and we are very grateful for not only their
Gavin Conroy
Wanaka Airshow in 2004, the Editor of
knowledge and thoughts, but also a selection
Classic Wings magazine, Graham Orphan,
of their gorgeous images.
mentioned that he thought some of my
First, some introductions:
ground based photos from the air show
were pretty good and said “you really should
Jessica Ambats
consider taking photography seriously…”
Based out of southern California,
That’s when I decided to get involved in
Jessica Ambats is currently the editor of
photographing aircraft in their natural
the popular Plane & Pilot magazine. A
environment. For me flying with legends
Harvard graduate, Jessica serves on the
and pilots I admire is what I enjoy most and
board of the International Society for
Aviation Photography and was awarded
that continues to drive my desire to fly and
“Best of the Best” by Aviation Week &
photograph aircraft, whether it be on the
Space Technology. She has photographed
ground or in the air”. Check out Gavin’s
Jessica Ambats
a variety of aircraft over the years, and
website at www.capphotography.ifp3.com
has become renowned for her stunning backdrops, warm colours,
and for achieving the ‘full propeller blur’ so many others strive
Michael Jorgensen
for. Jessica’s passion for aviation photography is clear: “I really
Our third contributor is Michael ‘Jorgo’ Jorgensen, an
enjoy photography, but my true passion is flying - a fascination
experienced military pilot who has undertaken some incredible
that I’ve had since I was a kid. If I can’t be flying, then taking
air-to-air shoots, including flights with The Red Arrows and The
a photo of it is the next best thing.” An instrument-rated pilot
Blue Angels. His dramatic images have appeared in magazines and
with formation flying training, she got her first introduction to
Defence Force public relations handouts across the globe. With
aviation photography at a meeting of the International Society for
a varied and adventurous flying career, including civilian work
Aviation Photography in 2003: “I was completely in awe of the
in Australia and a stint flying Aermacchi MB-339’s for the Royal
10
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New Zealand Air Force, Michael
moved to England in 2001 after the
RNZAF Strike Wing was disbanded.
Currently his ‘day job’ involves
flying VC-10 air refuelling tankers
for the Royal Air Force, which has
seen him stationed as far away as
the Falkland Islands. His connection
to New Zealand remains strong,
however, and if you’re lucky, you
might run into him at an airshow
here. Michael’s foray into air-toair photography started after the
Air Force capitalised on his talent
behind the lens. He would take
the spare back seat if the official
civilian media were not able to fly.
Michael explains: “As my boyhood
dream was to become an Air Force
pilot, I used to buy and read the
print off just about any aviation
book, magazine or poster. It was the
photographs of high performance
aircraft that really captured my
imagination. When I was fortunate
enough to join the Air Force, I
bought my first SLR camera in
order to record my experiences.
Eventually my work was recognised
by my squadron bosses, and I was
often tasked with the photography
or filming of special events and
fly-pasts. I like to capture and share
some of the uniqueness of my work
and the photographic opportunities
that come with it.” More of
Michael’s images can be seen on his
website www.actionairimages.com
Safety and Planning

The most important factor in
air-to-air photography, the one
thing that should be on your
mind at all times, more than your
camera settings, your technique
or your composition, is SAFETY.
Everything else must come
secondary to this. While the overall
responsibility for ensuring a flight
is carried out safely does rest with
the lead pilot of the formation, any
Crew involved (of which you will
be one), also have critical safety
roles to play regarding awareness,
observation, and of course your
own behaviour throughout the
flight.
The Red Arrows, Royal Air Force:
1/400 - f7.1 – ISO 100 – 20mm.
Michael likes to use a wide-angle lens
when shooting with an aerobatic display
team, putting you ‘in the seat’ with them.

Michael Jorgensen

For feedback on this or any other article in KiwiFlyer, email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz
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Before any air-to-air flight can commence, a comprehensive
of day, scenery at that location, and whether you can physically
Pre-Flight Briefing must be carried out. Jessica explains: “The
twist around far enough in that super tight cockpit, sitting on that
brief will determine the script of the shoot, and nothing should be
very hard ejection seat, whilst wearing all that gear. It can be a tight
improvised in the air. It’s the pilots who make all of the difference
squeeze – and then you might start pulling G…”
in being safe and getting
As the photographer, it is
good photos.” Gavin adds,
your responsibility to let the
“This is the time to have a
pilots know what shots you
good face-to-face talk with
want during this briefing,
every pilot involved in the
however the pilots will
flight. Everybody must know
always have the final word
the plan and ensure the
on how this will be achieved.
brief is followed. Sometimes
Gavin explains: “The
we will go over the same
photographer can make most
brief three times to ensure
of the decisions in terms of
that nobody has missed
background, altitude, sun
anything. This is also the
position etc. At the pre-flight
time for subject and camerabriefing the subject and
ship pilots to discuss any
camera-ship pilots will do
issues.” There can be a lot
most of the talking once the
of material to get through
photographer decides what
Michael Jorgensen
in the briefing, so allow
type of photos are required.
plenty of time for it. Topics
The photographer must
Extra 300: 1/320 – f3.5 – ISO 100 – 33mm. This is a truly unique perspective…
Photographed from the open cockpit of a Pitts Special flying inverted over the subject.
that need to be discussed
pay attention to every word,
include outlaying the flight
remember frequencies, and
plan, radio frequencies used,
all of the other info needed
fuel limitations, the weather,
for the flight. It can be a very
emergency procedures, the
demanding environment and
capabilities of the various
the more the photographer
aircraft involved and what
knows about the flight the
manoeuvres the pilots are
better, just in case someone
comfortable flying. Michael
forgets something as it can
has spent hundreds of hours
happen”. Michael adds,
in pre-flight briefings over
“The amount of influence
the years, and believes that
I have depends on the time
“The importance of the
and freedom I’m given
pre-flight briefing cannot be
beforehand. Again, the pilots
underestimated. Fitting in a
have the final say, so I never
shoot during a demanding
press them for anything.
military training mission
Everyone has to be happy
Michael Jorgensen
may mean that absolutely no
with the plan before walking
U.S. Navy, The Blue Angels: 1/125 – f11 – ISO 100 – 10mm. A combination of very to the aircraft, and most of
setups might be available,
wide-angle lens, close aircraft and a low altitude make for an action packed image.
and that you are limited to
the time it means I have to
shooting what you happen to see. However, even a five-minute
compromise. You need to consider the capability and performance
window of freedom can be an absolute gift, and you need to
of the photo ship and subject aircraft, and of the respective pilots.
plan what one or maybe two unique shots you will go for if the
If I am unsure of the pilot’s abilities, I will forcefully encourage
opportunity arises. Think of the position of the sun for that time
them to keep it simple. If an unknown pilot suggests ‘joining your
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Michael Jorgensen

The RAF Merlin HC3: 1/125 – f8 – ISO 100 – 75mm. A beautiful head-on shot with lots of rotor blur. From the open ramp of another Merlin over Oxfordshire.

wing whilst inverted’ or something equally demanding, I will talk
them out of it until a later flight (if at all). Also, cloud cover plays
a part, and I may consider staying below, or climbing above the
clouds. I always brief any new civilian pilots involved and make sure
they know that I think they are good, and I do not want them to
try and impress me – keep it simple, and keep it safe.” Gavin goes
so far as to say “Basically if everyone is not thinking safety, safety,
safety, then you shouldn’t be up there in the first place.”
Formation Flying

Formation flying is inherently dangerous, and there can be a fine
balance when carrying out formations for air-to-air photography
between getting the shots you want, and keeping the flight safe.
Often, the formation will involve aircraft with very different
capabilities and flying characteristics, which adds more factors
into the equation. Everybody involved should understand these
differences before the flight commences. Gavin explains “Usually
you are dealing with subject and camera ships that are often very
different. For example, taking photos of an L-39 Albatross from a
platform like a Harvard means the Harvard is going flat out and the
L-39 is merely idling, so an aircraft like that must always be on the
outside of the turn to get a few extra knots of airspeed as that will
make things a bit easier.”
Gavin has photographed some formations of very dissimilar

aircraft over the years, and has found that “changing formations
following the brief is not a good idea. Only take the time you need
to get the photos. If the brief was to fly two orbits for example and
you get all the photos you need after one then there is no need to
fly the second orbit. Good pilots will appreciate this as that gives
them an indication that time is important, especially when flying
alongside aircraft that are expensive to operate. If the photographer
requests no more than five formation changes and makes sure those
changes are straightforward and easy to achieve, then the easier the
flight will be. The more the photographer tries to cram in, the more
likely it is that the brief will not be followed and that is when things
start to fall to pieces. If things are not going well then end the flight
right then and there. It is not worth trying to improvise as there
is always another day. Remember that the camera ship pilot will
be flying the profile that the photographer wishes to fly so will be
looking straight ahead, not at the subject, so the photographer is the
eyes for the camera ship pilot.” Jessica adds “it’s important to agree
on the terminology that you’ll be using for positioning instructions
before the flight so there’s no confusion in the air. Once up in the
air, I first position the entire formation relative to the background.
Then, I’ll position individual airplanes relative to each other. I relay
positioning instructions via my photo-ship pilot, or sometimes I’ll
use hand signals. Once I have the planes set up, I’ll tell my photoship pilot how to adjust the orbit pattern as necessary. Formation

If you’ve done something interesting in aviation recently, contact KiwiFlyer and share it with the NZ aviation community.
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strike is difficult for everybody, so flying 360 degree orbits means
flying is dangerous, and you want to minimise the risks. I only use
the light is changing all of the time so you will get some good
extremely experienced formation pilots on my shoots.”
There are, of course some very important rules of behaviour
photos as you go around the circuit.”
when you are onboard a photo-ship. You need to be communicative
There is a consensus among our three experts that the best time
and professional, and
to try an air-to-air shoot is
know when to be silent so
during the ‘golden hour’
the pilots can make their
just after sunrise or before
radio calls. Michael says,
sunset. Jessica explains:
“I’m always very aware of
“Timing is critical for getting
avoiding any contact with
great air-to-air photographs.
the aircraft controls, and
I prefer the end of the day,
being aware of what my
because you are working into
camera may be touching.
the good light, whereas in
Loose articles are a no-no.
the mornings you are rapidly
I also wear fire resistant
losing the good light. I like
clothing, gloves and a helmet
to shoot in direct sunlight, so
in appropriate aircraft. As
I usually won’t launch for a
an experienced pilot I’m
photo flight if it’s overcast.”
fairly big on maintaining
“Early morning and late
situational awareness, and
afternoon is preferable”
I’m not afraid to voice
Gavin agrees. “That way you
any concerns immediately
can get nice long shadows
and loudly, including over
and the aircraft colours look
the radio to all players. In
better. However, there are
between photographs I’m
times when I have been told,
also maintaining a general
“it’s now or never” so we
lookout, checking for
go anyway. The higher the
other aircraft and other
sun gets, the brighter the
obstructions.”
background looks, and you
It’s not uncommon for
can end up with exposure
all the participants in a
issues. Sometimes the
formation to do a ‘walksubject’s colours can look a
through’ before the flight,
little washed out but that’s
where they will literally
the way it goes. At the end
walk through any formation
of the day, if I can’t fly at the
changes and memorise
time that suits me then we
their positions. Needless to
will fly when the owner or
say, there are many rules,
operator wants to fly.”
regulations and safety
“During Dawn and Dusk,
concerns involved with any
the sunlight is softer, more
formation flight, and no
golden, and the ground
worthy pilot is going to risk
textures are more interesting
Gavin Conroy
their licence or reputation
and prominent.” Michael
just so you can get your
The Magnificent Seven, Omaka 2007: 1/250 – f5.6 – ISO 100 – 45mm. Taken from a says. “Midday is the worst
helicopter, this was a difficult image for Gavin to arrange and shoot, “It was a bit bumpy time – however many of my
‘money-shot’.
that morning, but we did manage to get the aircraft in a perfect formation.”
shoots happen exactly then.
Lighting, Technique and Composition
Sometimes you just have to make the best of it!”
As with all types of photography, the quality of light available
Once in the air you will be facing some tough decisions as far as
will have a major impact on your images. There is an added
your camera settings go. The shutter speed you aim for will depend
dimension to consider when performing an air-to-air shoot
on whether the subject has a moving propeller or rotor you are
however, since your subject can be arranged in three dimensions.
trying to blur, or if it is a jet, allowing you to use a much higher
Your vector to the sun will be critical. “The sun behind you is
shutter speed since you will be able to ‘freeze the action’ without
always best,” says Gavin. “Let the subject pilot know that when they
producing a boring, stationary propeller. Remember also that the
are looking into the sun then you will be getting good photos. Sun
colour and finish of your subject may trick your camera into over-
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or under-exposing this image against the background (Refer back to
manoeuvres, especially loops and wingovers, and I prefer to tilt the
episode 1 and 2 for more information on this). An added challenge
camera to show the horizon level, emphasising the unusual attitude
when shooting from onboard another aircraft is the extra buffeting
of the aircraft. Sometimes though I have to remember that the
and vibrations you have to deal with. So how do you find a balance
background might be stunning, and I’ll pull back enough to include
between using a low shutter speed to achieve propeller blur while
much more of it.”
avoiding camera shake to achieve sharp images?
Jessica, Gavin and Michael all mention how important it is to
The Photo-Ship and Experience
keep your lens out of the airstream, and to try to keep as little of
There are a variety of aircraft that can be used as a photo-ship.
your body as possible against the seat or fuselage of the aircraft,
It can be a tandem aircraft, with you sitting in the back seat, such
to avoid the transmission of vibrations through to your camera.
as a Harvard, or a passenger aircraft with the side door removed,
Depending on the type of aircraft you are shooting from, this can
such as a Cessna 172. You may find you are shooting out of a
be easier said than done.
helicopter, or out the back
Gavin “Every aircraft has
of a transport aircraft with
a small space where the
its rear ramp lowered. Each
buffet is a bit lower in the
photographer has his or
cockpit so you need to find
her own favourite aircraft
that position and stay there.”
to use as a photo-ship.
Michael adds “Having the
Jessica prefers a Bonanza
pilots fly closer also means
and Seneca with the rear
I use a very wide angle
door removed, while Gavin’s
lens, which minimises the
favourites are the Harvard,
apparent shake. An Image
Nanchang, Cessna 172 and
Stabilised lens also helps
Piper Cub. Michael describes
a bit, as does taking many
his preference “I prefer
photographs in the hope
tandem seat aircraft, so that
that one is extra sharp. I also
I can view equally well to the
‘bracket’ my shots utilising
left or the right. Aerobatic
Gavin Conroy
a range of shutter speeds.
machines are also a blessing,
Remember to squeeeeeze the P-40C Tomahawk: 1/200 – f10 – ISO 200 – 55mm. An excellent near head-on shot of as we can manoeuvre for
shutter release, not jab at it!” one of only three airworthy P40Cs. “A lot of things just fell into place during this shoot.” unusual angles. If straight
and level shots are the norm,
In an air-to-air shoot,
then something with a large
the background behind
or removable window – to
your aircraft is pivotal in
avoid shooting through dirty
providing clues for your
Perspex. The L-39 Albatross
composition. We are very
jet doesn’t have an open
lucky here in New Zealand,
window, but it has great
where there is a plethora
visibility and a decent range
of stunning and scenic
of speeds.”
backgrounds available.
Whether it’s a fixed or
Sometimes the lighting can
rotary wing photo-ship,
be very different between
each has their own set
the sunlight that is hitting
of challenges, as Gavin
the ground, and the sunlight
explains: “Shooting from a
that is hitting the aircraft.
fixed wing aircraft is often
This can create dramatic
a windy, cold and bumpy
images when you have your
Gavin Conroy
environment, especially at
exposure stopped down
Spitfire MkIXc: 1/200 – f14 – ISO 100 – 32mm. Gavin took this over Ohakea in 2009 speed. I often fly with WW2
a few ‘f ’ stops for your
following the completion of test flying. Mt. Taranaki is between the propeller blades.
fighters and we are flying at
brightly lit aircraft, keeping
140 knots with the canopy open and that is challenging. Then again
the background dark and slightly under-exposed. Jessica explains
when flying with a WW1 aircraft buffet is a lot lower at 65 knots so
her approach: “For backgrounds, I try to avoid anything that would
it is easier to take a photo. Helicopters are pretty good, a machine
clutter the image, such as building or roads. I look for interesting
like the Hughes 500D is a very smooth platform. A helicopter like
patterns, like dunes, water or clouds, and try and take advantage of
an Iroquois is a bit bumpy but still easy to take a photo from. It is a
them”. For Gavin the choices involved in composition are simple:
matter of making the most of the platform you are using.”
“The only rule I stick to is if the light is good, the subject is nice
Often it is impractical to shoot into clean air and you will be
and close, and you have a lovely background, then the photo will be
forced to photograph your subject through a Plexiglas or Perspex
good. Look for nice backgrounds that suit the aircraft you are flying
canopy or cockpit window. These are often slightly curved and can
with and you will never be disappointed.”
lead to reflections and optical distortion getting in the way of your
Michael often photographs professional aerobatic teams of
subject aircraft. There are, however, some tricks to minimise the
multiple aircraft, so has some extra factors to consider: “I’m a big
negative effects of shooting through a window. Gavin lets us in on
fan of filling the lens with aircraft, and using very close formation
a few of them: “Stay close to the Plexiglas, but keep your lens off it
flying in order to do so (as opposed to zoom). I also enjoy high-G
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as you will scratch it. Rest a finger on the glass and the very tip of
the lens and that way you will not mark it. Try and use the flattest
part of the curve you can find. Having flown with the Red Checkers
a few times, it is a matter of adapting and looking for glare free
sections on the canopy as soon as you get in the aeroplane. It is
possible to get good photos through Plexiglas, and I have many
that I am quite proud of. It is much nicer to fly with the doors and
canopies closed if possible…”
Michael will never have the luxury of flying with the canopy
of a military trainer removed, so has become deft at the process.
“Ensure the canopy is clean, inside and out, before engine start.
Wear dark non-reflective clothing, and gloves (preferably black)
and ask your pilot to do the same. Sometimes the photo ship can
fly inverted, which cancels any internal reflections – but it makes
my job a little harder!” Michael’s experience as a pilot has seen him
fly a variety of aircraft over the years, sometimes as the pilot of
the photo-ship for other photographers. As it turns out, Michael
has flown as the photo-ship pilot for both Jessica (a Bonanza
over Santa Barbara) and Gavin! (Citabria over Ardmore). “I have
around 2000hrs in a variety of military and civilian aircraft. While
not a necessary requirement as such, it can really help when
understanding the limitations of the aircraft, airspace, and aircrew.
Sometimes I’m able to take the controls myself, position the aircraft
where I want it, and then hand it back to the pilot in command.”
Equipment

The equipment you choose to take up for your air-to-air shoots
is vital to achieving the results you want. There is no ‘nipping back
to the camera bag to get the other lens’ once you are airborne! It
can be an idea for you to take some shots on the ground of your
subject at the distance away as it was planned in the brief that
your photo ship will be. That way you can ensure you have the
right lens on your camera, and know what kind of focal length
you will need. It’s also handy to think about how low you can get
your shutter speed at that focal length before camera shake sets in
(not to mention plane-shake!) Usually it is not possible, or safe, to
swap lenses out during the shoot. If you need both a wide angle
and a zoom lens, you will need to take two camera bodies up with
you, but remember that while this may be fine when shooting out
the back of Hercules on an open ramp, it would not be possible

We offer services for:
Importing and Sourcing
Japanese logbook translation
Business Development Advice
Introduction and Liaison

Contact: Yasuo Ariyama

email: yasuo@jnzac.com

www.jnzac.com

Brumby

Cicaré CH-7B Kit (100 Hp Rotax 912) now in production
Contact: Phil Sowersby at Hastings
Home: 06 878 8896 Mobile: 027 244 9890
Email: springbox@ihug.co.nz
www.brumbyhelicopters.com.au

KiwiFlyer invites readers to send in contributions that will be of general interest to the NZ aviation community. Call us to discuss.
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in the confines of the rear
seat of a fighter cockpit.
Make sure you have plenty
of spare memory cards
and batteries in a tight
pocket, but remember
that any loose items can
become dangerous during
manoeuvres, so keep them
tightly away. Michael explains
his choice of equipment
“I use Canon DSLRs, and
the lens depends on the
closeness of the formation.
For aerobatic military teams
I may use a 10-22mm wide
angle for the first flight,
and maybe a 17-40mm or
24-105mm for subsequent
flights. It depends on what
images I may have in mind.
I carry a spare memory card
in a zipped pocket on my
black flying suit”. Gavin also
shoots with a Canon DSLR
“My weapon of choice is the
Canon 7D with a 24-105L
lens. I like to carry as little
as possible and only take
what I can’t do without.
The only other things are a
good harness or parachute”.
Jessica prefers a Canon
5DmkII with a 28-135mm or
70-200mm Lens. “I’ll bring
a wider angle (16-35mm)
if shooting a multiple-ship
formation team,” she adds.
Tales of air-to-air
photography

One of my favourite
sayings is “He who dies with
the most stories wins”, and
any aviation photographer
will have their fair share.
I asked Gavin to describe
the experience of his first
air-to-air shoot: “Now that
was interesting. Simon Paul
flew a Cherokee and I had
two Nanchang’s alongside
flown by Steve Petersen
and Jay McIntyre. We took
the door off and got the
harness etc. sorted and I
thought it all looked easy
enough. Then all hell broke
loose as we took off, the
noise, buffet, and slipstream
were quite intimidating. The
Nanchang’s arrived alongside
18
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Jessica Ambats

Wolfpitts Pro: 1/100 – f5.6 – ISO 160 – 100mm. This image, taken in Coushatta
Louisiana shows Jessica’s signature full prop blur to spectacular effect.
Notice the warm late afternoon colours and motion-blurred background.

Jessica Ambats

Sbach 342: 1/100 – f11 – ISO 100 – 132mm. You can even see the sun glinting off
the propeller in this image, taken in San Luis Obispo, California. Jessica’s ability to
capture head on close up shots of small nimble aircraft has become almost legendary.
Notice also how heavily cropped the above images are.
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in a very tight formation
and I was quite nervous,
and didn’t take anywhere
near the number of photos
I wanted to. On the ground
it seemed easy but being up
there was totally different
and not what I expected. I
actually put the camera down
for the first few minutes just
to get used to things and
once I was happy I started
to take some photos. I flew
with experienced people and
after we landed I was very
happy. It was exhilarating
and boy did I have a lot to
learn. 200 odd flights later, I
love it more than ever. It is a
lot of work though and I am
still learning something new
every flight”.
Often it is during the
more difficult shoots that
we gain the most, and that’s
certainly been the case for
Gavin and Michael. Michael
recalls: “One ‘memorable’
photo flight involved a
civilian aerobatic pilot, who
completely ignored the
pre-flight brief. He joined
from the wrong direction,
upside down, and began
rolling around my aircraft
– all unbriefed! The other
aircraft in my formation
wisely dived away, and I
simply ‘knocked it off ’
then and there. There was
no sense in trying to fix it
airborne and we had a ‘short’
debrief upon landing…
Another was a flight with
the Red Arrows in the UK.
Flying a Hawk in my first
high-G sortie for about a
year, on a hot summer’s day
was fairly demanding and I
was happy with the results.
But it was very tiring. Then
I was surprisingly offered
another flight immediately
afterwards – in the synchro
pair! (which pull many more
G). I quickly drank lots of
water and scoffed a banana
and an energy bar before
walking to the jet. However
once airborne I had
uncharacteristic trouble with
the high G – I was simply
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Jessica Ambats

Cessna Citation Mustang: 1/640 – f5 – ISO 100 – 70mm. Taken in cool morning light over San Francisco. The pilot’s grins are priceless.

fatigued. In the backseat we don’t wear a G-suit, and I’m using
a heavy Canon 1D Mk3 DSLR, holding it clear of the controls,
ejection seat, and canopy, during some very demanding flying at
extremely close formation with eight other jets. It was one of those
days where I had gotten my wish, and simply had to power through
it. It was a very tough flight, however I got some great photos.”
Gavin tells of a difficult sortie in 2008: “Jay McIntyre and I flew
alongside the Red Checkers team using a Nanchang as camera ship.
It is not common to see the Checkers fly alongside a civilian camera
ship but we had approval from the RNZAF. We went through 22
formation changes which the lead Checker and I called. Some of
the time we would lead the formation and other times the Red
Checkers would be formatting on us. The flight was 45 minutes

long and included Victory and Box formations, pairs, solos, the
Mirror, you name it we flew it! It was a very demanding flight
but very rewarding. Normally Jay and I would have a chat on the
way back to the airfield following a photo flight but we were both
buggered and never said a word. The photos were great and the
RNZAF were very pleased. I took my first air-to-air photo in 2005
and waited until we had enough knowledge to take on a flight like
this, so it took three years and was worth the wait. We did this again
in 2011 and it was a lot easier second time round.
Flying alongside the seven Fokker Triplanes at Classic Fighters
2007 was also a challenge due to having no radios etc. but we got
there. Flying with formations of more than five aircraft is very
challenging…”

Please support our advertisers and tell them you saw their advertisement in KiwiFlyer.
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Mentors and Inspiration

Every artist has their
mentors and heroes, and
aviation photographers are
no exception.
Jessica: “Russell Munson,
who photographed the
seagulls featured in Jonathan
Livingston Seagull, has been a
long-time mentor to me. His
candid feedback about my
work has proven invaluable.”
Michael: “Katsuhiko
Tokunaga is a massive
inspiration to me. He
produces images that make
me go “Wow!” and “How did
he DO that?”
Gavin: “Philip Makanna
is the person who inspired
me. He has many years of
experience and takes some
very memorable photos. He
is very passionate in terms
of WW2 fighters, as am I.
I also like the way he goes
about business - easy to get
along with and loves what
he is doing. I’ve worked with
him a few times on photo
flights that we have shared
and nothing is a problem
so that has been great, and
I have been able to learn
a lot along the way. I must
mention Ray Hanna here as
well. I discussed this type of
photography with him a few
years ago and he gave me
some great advice. “Gavin if
you ever find yourself flying
alongside a WW2 fighter, and
can’t get the photos you need
in one orbit then you should
not be up there at all”. I have
never forgotten it and still try
and achieve that…”

Michael Norton

Publicity shots aren’t always taken by experts. This image by your KiwiFlyer Editor ended
up as a poster nearly three metres wide on Tecnam’s Oshkosh stand in 2009.

Thanks !

Michael Norton

Sometimes an image can be enhanced by including part of the camera ship. In this case
the Harvards are returning from a Battle of Britain flypast over the Auckland Cenotaph
which as luck (or was it good planning) would have it, was also captured centre picture.

After the photo shoot

Unless you are a wellestablished photographer like
our three luminaries here,
air-to-air photography is not
something that you will do
regularly. While there is often
a shortage of pilots skilled in
formation flying and owners
willing to spend their flight
hours on an air-to-air shoot,
there is not really such a
shortage of photographers
willing to photograph it. To
20

Michael Norton

The aircraft doesn’t always have to be the sole focus of the image. Including more
scenery in the picture can help to convey a sense of occasion - in this case a delightful
late afternoon Beaver flight along the coast south of Auckland.
KiwiFlyer Issue 18

get invited on an air-to-air
mission, you will already
have needed to make a good
impression on the pilots
and others involved. There
is a fitting adage in business
that says, “In order to keep a
contract you must always be
part of the solution, never
part of the problem”, so try
to always be accommodating
to others needs and
requirements. Sometimes
the financing of these
flights can be complicated,
but if the arrangement is
non-commercial and you
are gaining enjoyment and
experience from it then make
sure you put something in
towards the fuel costs of the
flight. It’s also a good idea to
send the pilots and owners a
nice print of your favourite
few shots from the shoot.
Images that are emailed are
often viewed once, and then
slip down the inbox list to
get forgotten, so a physical
print is more likely to end up
on their office wall - where
you will be remembered and
hopefully invited back!

August / September 2011

KiwiFlyer is very grateful
to Jessica Ambats, Michael
Jorgensen and Gavin Conroy
for taking the time to
contribute to this air-to-air
photography tutorial and we
wish them the very best in
all their future endeavours.
Make sure you have good
search on the internet for
their work, and the work of
their mentors. In the next
episode I will be talking
about a very different type
of aviation photography, the
Low Light Long Exposure…
Just because the sun has
gone down doesn’t mean you
have to stop taking photos!

Heli Tow Carts available from Aeromarsters
helicopter and do not require ground wheels. They can be equipped
IT’S A tight fit for Auckland Rescue Helicopter Trust’s (ARHT)
with optional ground power units.
two BK-117s in their Mechanics Bay hangar. One of the aircraft
The Heli Tow Cart range again includes three universal models
lives on a large platform trolley which raises its blades above the
rated at 2500kg, 4000kg and 7300kg. There are a further three
second machine that resides with skids on the floor and folded
blades. The trolley is easily pulled with a small tractor, but the
models specifically for Robinson helicopters. All are designed to
attach to and lift the front of the
other machine requires delicate
helicopter which must be fitted with
manoeuvring by hand. For the last
ground handling wheels.
few months, ARHT have been
The company also manufactures
using a new HeliCarrier imported
heavy duty, large diameter ground
for them by Aeromarsters who hold
handling wheels for Robinson
the NZ distributorship for a wide
helicopters as well as a range of
range of products produced by
other accessories including bear
Canadian company, Heli Tow Cart.
paws and cargo baskets.
GM Helicopter Services at
ARHT, Greg Brownson says they
About Aeromarsters
are delighted with the system
Aeromarsters is a recently
now in place. He describes the
formed New Zealand company
HeliCarrier as very easy to operate
specialising in the provision
and amazingly easy to control
of aviation spares support,
and steer with just one hand. A
ground equipment support and
removable hand control allows the
maintenance management to
operator to move far enough from
general aviation, helicopter, airline
the HeliCarrier to see down the side
and military operators in the
of the helicopter for manoeuvring
Oceania region.
close to walls and obstacles. Greg
General Manager, Tony Marsters
also notes how well built the unit is
says he visited the United States
and how useful it is to have ground
to view a variety of helicopter tow
power built in. The latter is an often
Accurate movement is possible with one hand using a detachable
carts and that Heli Tow Cart stood
chosen optional extra.
controller, allowing operators to see down the side of the aircraft.
out as offering the best quality
and the best value for money. He describes them as a ‘buy once’
Heli Tow Cart Products
item that is very well designed and built to last. ARHT are the first
Heli Tow Cart are a Canadian manufacturing company
Heli Tow Cart users in New Zealand and with the present level of
specialising in helicopter accessories, helicopter towing carts,
enquiry, Tony says he expects to soon be importing more.
helicopter carriers and towing equipment compatible with a very
wide range of aircraft from R22’s to Bell 412’s.
For more information
The HeliCarriers range includes three models rated at 2000kg,
Contact Tony Marsters at Aeromarsters on 09 636 6840 or
3400kg and 4300kg. All are universal in their application, simply
021 298 5750, email: tony.marsters@aeromarsters.co.nz or visit
requiring different skid clamps depending on the helicopter being
www.aeromarsters.co.nz
moved. HeliCarriers use a hydraulic lifting system to raise the whole

Past instalments of Chris Gee’s
aviation photography series in
KiwiFlyer can be downloaded
from www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
To see more of Chris’ own
excellent photography, visit
www.stereoimage.co.nz

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Our targeted free circulation to all aircraft owners and the aviation industry ensures that advertising in KiwiFlyer Gets Results.
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Robinson R66 Flight Review
The first person to fly Heliflite Pacific’s new Robinson R66 when it arrived
in New Zealand a few months back was Simon Spencer-Bower of Wanaka
Helicopters, who needs little by way of introduction to the New Zealand
aviation community. Forming Canterbury Helicopters in 1980 and Wanaka
Helicopters in the mid 1990s, Simon has won multiple aviation awards and
in 2010 was honoured with a QSM for services to aviation. With almost
14000 hours in Robinson helicopters he is arguably the world’s highest houred
Robinson pilot and became one of the first Kiwi’s to receive a rating in the new
Robinson R66 after visiting the Robinson factory in California. KiwiFlyer
asked Simon about his experiences in this very
promising new helicopter and we were delighted to
receive this article from him a short time later.
A visit to the Robinson Helicopter
Company in California

Contributed by Simon Spencer-Bower
Start up and Instrumentation

Start up is a joy. It is a ‘semi automatic’ system in that Robinson
have taken away the ‘scary bit’ of starting a turbine by not having to
hold one’s finger on the start button during start, while modulating
and monitoring the fuel flow. There are only two throttle positions;
ground idle and flight idle (full throttle). The R66 start only requires
the pilot to richen the mixture, and leaving the throttle closed,
simply press the start button momentarily
then release it, then monitor the gauges as
it completes the start itself.
Instruments are standard except for the
turbine related gauges. Robinson argues
that even though modern ‘glass cockpit’
type instrumentation would be nice, it
doesn’t do anything more than the standard
gauges, and costs a lot more!

Robinson wanted to make sure that
all the first deliveries were accompanied
by trained engineers and pilots and as
such would not deliver an R66 until the
Initial feel and Performance
dealership had sent their personnel to the
The first surprising encounter was
factory for the appropriate training. As a
how light it felt on take-off, which is not
pilot, regardless of experience, a Robinson
unexpected when you consider that the
Helicopter Company Safety Course and
empty weight of the R66 is 200 lbs lighter
flight check in an R22 or R44 had to be
than an R44, due mainly to the fact that it
carried out before conversion training in
doesn’t have a huge six cylinder engine to
the R66 would be given. In my case I flew
The cabin is almost 8 inches wider than an R44.
carry around. It does take a pilot extra time
with the Chief Pilot, Doug Tomkins for
to ‘balance’ before lift off as it wriggles more due to the light feel.
3 hours, performing all manner of procedures and emergencies,
Lightly loaded, performance is startling! If using max continuous
including flying to 11,000 feet and full touch down autorotations.
power and climbing out at 60 knots, the VSI is pegged on the stops
at over 2000 ft/min. Cruising speed is about 115 knots with Vne at
Expectations and first impressions
140 knots.
I expected it to be just a bigger version of the R44, which it sort
At Maximum All Up Weight, most helicopters have little reserve
of is, in that if you have flown a 44 then you would have no trouble
power. The R66 however has been well designed in that at MAUW
converting to the R66. My first impression was that it was bigger
power reserves are in the 15 to 20% region. Most hovers at MAUW
than I expected. It looked nicer and had a more pleasing appearance
are using approximately 85% torque (100% being maximum).
about it than the R44. Initially I was disappointed to see the middle
The R66 can carry its own weight (1300 lbs) plus another 400
rear seat was slightly smaller than the other seats, indicating that it
lbs to bring it up to MAUW (2700 lbs) which is amazing for a light
was more a seat for small people, but subsequent flights proved it
helicopter. With 5 average weight People On Board, almost full
was actually quite comfortable for any normal sized person.
fuel (3 hours) can still be carried. The luggage locker is huge, with a
maximum load of 300 lbs.
Fuelling and Pre-flight
Fuel is located in one tank, so gone is the two tank system of
Wind and Turbulence - Hot and High
the R22 and R44 and fuelling is now from a single point. Also gone
Being a two bladed system, the R66 behaves in the same manner
is the fuel cap protruding out into the airstream as the cap is now
as the R44. A fully articulated rotor system will always handle wind
located under a flap which closes flush with the fuselage. Pre-flight
and turbulence better than a two bladed rotor system but if you are
is entirely normal and straight forward, with built in steps enabling
flying in such extreme conditions that you need a fully articulated
the pilot to climb up to inspect the main rotor hub and blades.

A single fuel filler for the bladder fuel tank is
hidden behind a hinged panel out of the airstream.
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Three seats in the back and a huge amount of
space for pilot and passenger in the front.
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An 18 cubic foot baggage locker will easily
accommodate 300lb of suitcases, golf clubs, etc.

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

system, then you should be at home in bed! At higher altitudes or
in high and hot conditions, older jet engines would usually ‘temp’
out before ‘torqueing’ out, but the 21st century Rolls Royce turbine
engine doesn’t appear to have any problems with temperature. I
have flown to 11,000 feet and pulled maximum power and still the
Rolls Royce was getting to the torque limit first.
Autorotations

two rear seats which cleverly puts the middle seat passenger’s
shoulders in front of the other two passengers, thereby giving the
feel of more space. However it is definitely more suitable for a
smaller, rather than a larger person. The latest FAA rules require
seats to meet new crashworthiness standards, and as such the seats
now have more ‘crushable area’ under them which protrudes into
the under-seat baggage area. While this restricts the amount of
‘baggage’ that can
be stored, it isn’t a
problem because
the R66 has a
beautiful, big,
300 lbs capacity
luggage locker
behind the rear
seats and under
the main rotor
gearbox which is
accessible through
a large door on
the right hand
side.

Having one of
the lowest drag
coefficients of
any helicopter,
the R66 seems to
go on forever in
an autorotation,
and it is quite
hard to judge
where it is actually
going to end up.
Normal procedure
for practice
autorotations is to
close the throttle
Application
to ground idle
and Value
before lowering
The area in
the collective,
which the R66
then rolling it
will really shine
on again during
is when cargo, or
the flare. Two
luggage is needed
things that are
to be carried
really impressive
in addition to
are firstly that
the passengers
the throttle can
on board. In
be snapped open
a number of
quickly during the
helicopters, cargo
flare rather than
pods are used to
the slow method
carry cargo and
used in older
baggage, which
turbines, and
ultimately slow the
secondly when
helicopter down
flying low level,
and offset the
downwind at
C of G. Having
ground level, a full
Heliflite Pacific’s first R66 (now sold) cruising up Auckland’s East Coast north of Ardmore.
all the cargo and
180 degree auto
baggage internal and right under the mast, makes a lot more sense
can be accomplished with relative ease, thanks to the R66’s high
and provides more peace of mind for the pilot.
inertia rotor system.
In my experience so far, the R66 seems to out perform the
EC120 and the Jet Ranger. Priced near to the NZ$1m mark
Shut down
depending on options and the exchange rate, the R66 is a good deal
A two minute cool down is standard procedure, and stopping is
less expensive than the EC120 which it will likely be compared to.
accomplished by simply leaning the mixture.
The more I fly it, the more amazed I am at its performance and
ability. From a training point of view it will be a great helicopter for
Comfort and Practicality
turbine ratings.
The front seats are spacious as the cabin is almost 8 inches wider
than the R44. Robinson have gone to great lengths to listen to any
complaints or suggestions and have incorporated them into the
Enquiries and more information
R66. For example, the latest doors have a three pin locking system
To learn more about the R66, contact Brett Sanders at
as opposed to the two pin door in the R44 and the one pin door in
Heliflite Pacific on 09 299 9442 or 021 748 984, or email: brett@
the R22, which ensures a waterproof snug fit. Air conditioning is
heliflitepacific.com Heliflite are specialists in Robinson sales,
available if required. Lights on the annunciation panel will come on
service and maintenance in NZ, and General Manager Brett is a
if the luggage door, external power or fuel flaps are open.
Licenced Aircraft Maintenance Engineer as well as an experienced
The 5th seat is ‘cosy’ but is located slightly forward of the other
helicopter pilot himself.
www.heliflitepacific.com
Ensure your business is promoted in the next issue of KiwiFlyer. Email your requirements to editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz
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NZ Aviation on the World Stage
By Shaun Mitchell, General Manager, Aviation Industry Cluster
THE NEW ZEALAND aviation industry
is making history. Never before in our
industry have we come together to launch
new products, learn, exhibit and fly, all
under the banner of one
major event.
Flair 2011 is that
event. It’s being held
from 13-15 October
at Te Kowhai Airfield,
just north of Hamilton.
And, through Flair we
have the opportunity to
showcase our industry’s
uniqueness, ingenuity
and innovation to the
world.
With the support of
the government, Flair
2011 is one of only a
handful of business
events taking place
across the country
during the Rugby World
Cup. Its purpose is
purely an economic
one – we want to drive
product sales, drive
investment into our
companies and increase
global awareness of the
capability of our niche industry.
And to succeed in our purpose, we only
need one thing – your support. If you
are a company operating in the aviation

In the Air at Flair

industry, we need you to exhibit, attend the
industry activities, support the seminars and
encourage others to attend.
Remember that Flair is a not-for-profit
event. That means we
need the industry to get
in behind it to ensure its
success.
So, whether it’s
booking your exhibit
space, planning to join
the Saturday Fly-In,
attending a seminar or
workshop, or simply
joining us at the event
for one or all three days,
decide today how you’ll
support your industry!
On behalf of myself,
the Aviation Industry
Cluster, the NZ2011
office and NZTE, we
look forward to seeing
you there.
Flair is being run by the
Aviation Industry Cluster,
with support from the AIA
and Aviation NZ. Flair
is part of the REAL
New Zealand Showcase,
the business programme
developed by the Government for visitors to the
Rugby World Cup. Flair has been made possible
through support from the NZ2011 office and New
Zealand Trade and Enterprise.

(and a great deal more as well)

Six great reasons
not to miss Flair
at Te Kowhai Airfield
13th to 15th October 2011
10 new Product Launches
Exciting new products will be
on show including new aircraft,
new engines, new software and
more - all from New Zealand
aviation companies. Many of
these products generated huge
interest at Oshkosh in July.
Martin Jetpack on display
for all to see and touch
Strap yourself into the Martin
Jetpack Simulator - the same one
they train their pilots in.
Informative Seminars
Meet key aviation people from
New Zealand and 4 visiting
United States industry leaders.
Hear from John McGinnis, Team
Synergy entrant for the NASA
Cafe Green Flight Challenge,
tipped in the United States as
the next Burt Rutan.
Flying Demonstrations
See a new LSA Turbine
Helicopter, the RNZAF Red
Checkers, Pacific Aerospace’s
P-750 XTOL, the Falcomposite
Furio, and much more.
Educational Workshops
A huge variety on offer for home
builders and aircraft enthusiasts.
Organised Fly-in Day
Including an attempt at the
Bantam world record currently
held by South Africa.
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Programme of Events
Airfield

Main Hangar

Thursday 13th: INDUSTRY ONLY

9:00
10:00

Event Opens

11:00
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:30

Product Launch 1
Aviation Painting Services

1:00

KiwiFlyer

Please note: Most of the events listed are between half and one hour in duration.
This Programme is correct at the time of print in September. Additional events are
expected to be confirmed in the coming weeks. Please
There’s plenty happening
refer to www.nzflair.com or event notices for final details.
in the sky above
Te Kowhai during Flair.
Seminar Hangar A
Highlighted boxes signify
Events in the air
Air Innovate Showcase

Interest Seminars
Speed Dating Business Intro
Synergy in Aircraft Design
John McGinnis
Emerging Aviation Trends
Gretchen Jahn

Martin Jetpack From the shed
to the sky, Kiwi style Glenn Martin

How to shake the money
tree Guy Tapley
Tech NZ Aviation Strategy

Emerging Technologies
Aviation Aerodynamics and
Electric Aircraft Sid Siddiqi

Product Launch 2
Duke Engines
Product Launch 3
Composite Helicopter Mfg.

3:00
3:30

Gemba Academy John Cook
Angel / VC Investment
Key mistakes by start-ups

UAV Technology in use
Hawkeye UAV Rowland Harrison

Event Closes for Thursday
Pitch and Mingle This Trade, Industry and Investor only event includes presentations from
six companies to an invited group of international investors. Hear from and meet the people behind
Falcomposite, Shearwater, Martin Jetpack, Sora Aircraft, AeroHawk UAV, and Synergy Aircraft USA.

4:30
5:00

Friday 14th: PUBLIC DAY

Interest Seminars

09:00
09:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:00
12:00
12:15
12:30
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
3:00

Product Launch 4 & Demo.
AeroHawk UAV

Emerging Technologies
Aviation Aerodynamics and
Electric Aircraft Sid Siddiqi

Product Launch 5 & Demo.
Auroa Helicopters
Product Launch 6 & Demo.
Kiwi Props
Product Launch 7 & Demo.
Falcomposite Furio

AeroHawk UAV

Falcomposite Furio

Auroa Helicopters
Sky Challenge

Event Closes for Friday
Aviation Industry Dinner

Saturday 15th: PUBLIC DAY
Fly-in Arrival
9:00
Bantam and General Fly-in
10:00

10:30
11:00
12:00
12:15
12:30

Training for Aviation
Aviation Engineering
Careers (TBC) NMIT

Interest / Air Innovate
Martin Jetpack From the shed
to the sky, Kiwi style Glenn Martin

Capability Display Air Display from 11:00 to 12:15
Product Launch 8 & Demo.
Martin Jetpack

1:15

Product Launch 9 & Demo.
Sky Challenge

1:30
2:00

Air Force Careers
RNZAF

Training to be an Airline
Pilot CTC Aviation

Product Launch 10
Shearwater Aircraft

2:30
3:00
3:15
4:00
5:00

Synergy in Aircraft Design
NASA Green Flight
Challenge John McGinnis and
John Paul Noyes
Aviation Painting Services
Phil Byrne
Piper Cub Paul Morrison
North School Aviation Trust
How to become a
Recreational Pilot

Capability Display Air Display from 2:30 to 3:15
Bantam Mass Departure

F2
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Pitch and
Mingle
5pm Thursday 13th

details from www.nzflair.com

1:00
2:15
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:30
5:00

Don’t Miss the

Aviation
Industry
Gala Dinner
6.30pm Friday 14th

details from www.nzflair.com

Seminar Hangar B

Tig Welding Display
Metal Working
Workshop

Duke Engines

Synergy in Aircraft Design
NASA Green Flight
Challenge John McGinnis and
John Paul Noyes
Careers in Aviation How to,
Where to, What to, Panel Disc’n

Capability Display Air Display from 3:00 to 4:15

4:30
6:30

Don’t Miss the

Air Innovate Showcase
Home Builders How to
Emerging Aviation Trends
Composites
Looking for growth Gretchen Jahn
Workshop
Composite Helicopter Mfg.

Capability Display Air Display from 11:00 to 12:15
Martin Jetpack From the shed
to the sky, Kiwi style Glenn Martin

9:00
10:00

11:00
11:30
Exporting Aviation Products 11:45
NZTE Peter Smyth
12:00
Journey to Lean Mfg. Lean
12:30

Capability Display Air Display from 1:00 to 2:15

2:15
2:30

Te Kowhai Airfield - 13th to 15th October 2011 - www.nzflair.com

Fabric Covering
Pacific Aero Coatings

Aircraft Painting
Pacific Aero Coatings

Home Builders How to
Composites
Workshop
Tig Welding Display
Metal Working
Workshop

09:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:00
12:00
12:15
12:30
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
3:00
4:30
6:30
9:00
10:00
10:30
11:00
12:00
12:15
12:30
1:15

Fabric Covering
Pacific Aero Coatings

Aircraft Painting
Pacific Aero Coatings
Event Closes

August / September 2011

09:00

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
4:00
5:00

United States Aviation Experts confirmed for seminars at Flair
HOT OFF the press! Flair has confirmed
Subsonic Area Ruling. Synergy achieves
that four of America’s leading aviation
both high speed and low induced drag in a
experts will join our industry’s event at Te
structurally robust, lightweight form. Come
Kowhai. John McGinnis, John Paul Noyes,
to Flair to meet John and see his fascinating
Sid Siddiqi and Gretchen Jahn will each
new designs.
speak during the
Business
event seminars.
Partner of John
There will be
McGinnis, John
ample discussion
Paul Noyes,
time, where
will also be in
attendees can
attendance.
ask questions
Noyes is
and delve into
the business
how each of
experience
these aviation
behind Synergy
superstars
and their record
achieved success
breaking attempt
The Synergy aircraft. Meet Designer John McGinnis at Flair.
in the industry.
for the Google
Those who already know are particularly
sponsored NASA / CAFÉ (Comparative
looking forward to hearing from Designer,
Aircraft Flight Efficiency) Green Flight
John McGinnis, of mc squared. At EAA
Challenge. John is passionate about the
Airventure, experts and EAA members
aviation industry and continually looking
are all tipping John to be the “NEXT
for innovative new aviation thinking and
RUTAN”. John has recently stepped out
technology. John will speak about their
from the shadows of a 30 year romance
journey from the back shed to the Green
with advanced aerodynamics to unveil his
Flight challenge, the determination required
new aircraft design, Synergy. Synergy is a
and some of the heartache experienced to
convergence of several radical aerodynamic
bring a radical new design to the aviation
breakthroughs that have been brought
industry.
together on one aircraft for the first time.
Aeronautical engineer and commercial
Half futuristic sailplane and half fighter jet,
pilot, Sid Siddiqi’s seminar is also expected
the roomy five-seat Synergy aircraft is the
to be in high demand at Flair. His
first example of an exciting new technology
aeronautical research work covers general
for fast, roomy, fuel efficient airplanes. The
aviation aircraft aerodynamics, cockpit
double box tail configuration harmonises
systems and manufacturing research in
six proven technologies for drag reduction
several NASA programmes. It is easy
at low cost, including Laminar Flow, Wake
to be captivated by Sid’s vast experience
Propulsion, Open Thermodynamics, and
and knowledge as one of NASA’s leading

Virtual Air Race comes to Te Kowhai
VISITORS to Flair will experience an
races for event spectators and TV viewers
adrenalin charged, interactive air race above
alike – people just want to see the thrill
the skies of Te Kowhai. The new air race
of the world’s best pilots in a true head to
format, developed and being
head race and that’s what we
launched for the first time
give them.”
in New Zealand by Sky
The Sky Challenge Air
Challenge, is forecast to
Race displays the digital
change the way people watch
course for each plane on
sport. The air race format
a screen inside the aircraft
uses new technology that
cockpits. Military grade
allows high speed aerobatic
technology keeps each pilot
aircraft to fly against each
on their own individual
other through a computer
Be the first in NZ to see virtual air tracks. Meanwhile, virtual
racing in the skies above Flair.
generated course.
pilots can also join the race
“We’ve invented an interactive digital
online and spectators can watch on big
course for the planes to fly though” says
event screens in real time. Excitement is
Sky Challenge CEO Peter Newport. “This
guaranteed. Be the first to see this in New
solves all of the problems of running air
Zealand at Flair. www.skychallenge.com

researchers. He is a regular fixture at
Airventure Oshkosh, having been invited to
present forums there for over 10 years.
And finally, many in the NZ aviation
industry will know Gretchen Jahn,
who was CEO of Alpha Aviation in
Hamilton for several years. Gretchen is
now living back in the States where she
runs her aviation consultancy, Knotridge
Corporation. Gretchen has over 30
years of entrepreneurial experience in
manufacturing, IT and aviation leadership,
both in the US and internationally.
Additionally, she is a member of the 99s
- the Colorado Pilots Association, and
Women in Aviation International.
Seats for these seminars will be limited,
so book today at www.nzflair.com

The Shearwater Amphibian

Create Your Dream
A graceful amphibian with capabilities
better than any land plane in its class.
5 place cabin
260kts cruise
2460nm range
Off land or water, it is

Bigger • Better • Faster
than all the competition.
Contact Steve Hoyle on 021 305 232

www.shearwateraircraft.com

Take your business to
new heights in Waikato!
Thriving sectors include:
l Aviation
l Specialist Manufacturing
l Agriculture
l Equine
l Digital
For free support and assistance with
establishing your business presence here,
contact Opportunity Hamilton.
Phone +64 7 959 8693
www.investwaikato.co.nz
www.opportunityhamilton.co.nz

Flair is a not for profit event supported by NZ2011. Refer to www.nzflair.com for ticket and pricing information.
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Ten Innovative NZ Products Take Off at Flair

World Record Bantam attempt at Flair

TEN NEW NZ Aviation Innovations will
is being designed and manufactured with
The Falcomposite Furio is a
be launched at Flair 2011, with two being
full FAA certification in mind, and offers
state-of-the-art high-performance
unveiled by Acting Minister for Economic
home-builders the opportunity to own and
aircraft that enables a new generation
Development, the Hon. David Carter, on
operate a large helicopter, all at kit prices.
of pilots to experience the satisfaction
Friday 13 October.
www.compositehelicopter.com
of building and flying their own aircraft.
Several of these exciting new products,
Innovative developments in composite
that showcase the breadth of our aviation
AeroHawk is a miniature UAV
technology have enabled the creation of
development capability in this country,
optimised for acquiring data for
an airframe comprised of fewer than 30
have recently been launched at Oshkosh
processing in photogrammetry software
structural components. Assembly is simpler
with outsanding feedback received. Don’t
and general-purpose imaging. All aspects
and considerably faster than for currently
miss your chance
available kit aircraft,
to see them in New
and no specialist
Zealand for the
knowledge or tools
first time at Flair!
are necessary. Hear
Products will be
the latest news
unveiled on different
from Falcomposite
4
days throughout
at Flair. www.
10
Flair and will remain
falcomposite.com
2
on-site for visitors
to experience. Each
The Martin
7
company’s inventors
Jetpack was
will also be on
named
one of Time
3
9
hand for attendees
Magazine’s Top 50
9
to speak with and
inventions for 2010.
engage. Come to
It has the ability to
Flair and meet the
fly for half an hour
people that have
or more, climb at
been putting New
more than 1000ft per
Zealand aviation
minute and to cruise
8
innovation on the
at 100 km/h. See
See these New Zealand aviation products at Flair: 2. Duke Engine; 3. KC518 Adventourer; 4. AeroHawk
world stage.
the Martin Jetpack
UAV; 7. Falcomposite Furio; 8. Martin Jetpack; 9. Sky Challenge; 10. Shearwater Amphibian.
and try the Martin
(APS) Aviation Painting Services
of its performance and manufacture are
Jetpack Simulator at Flair!
Limited is a unique, purposewww.martinjetpack.com
designed to provide an economic and
built, technology-driven aircraft painting
efficient data acquisition platform for highcompany based at Hamilton International
Sky Challenge will launch its new
end survey use.
Airport. They will launch their new Facility
www.hawkeyeuav.com/uav-systems
software product by organising an
to the market at Flair.
air race event above Te Kowhai Airfield,
www.aviationpaintingservices.co.nz
Auroa Helicopters from South
using its revolutionary “digital course”.
Taranaki will be at Flair to launch
The company’s innovative software allows
Duke Engines are in an advanced
their next generation 2 seat, turbine
millions of virtual pilots to compete to
stage of developing a unique highpowered helicopter, the Auroa 700. A
qualify to race against actual pilots at air
speed, valveless 5 cylinder, 3 injector axial
strong team of New Zealand designers,
racing events in real time. The result will be
internal combustion engine with zero firstengineers and manufacturers are developing
a combination of a mass spectator event
order vibration, significantly reduced size
this craft with emphasis on quality, safety,
you won’t want to miss, coupled with global
and weight, very high power density and
performance and streamlined style. In
online interactivity.
the ability to run on multiple fuels and biorecognition of this outstanding showcasing
www.skychallenge.com
fuels. Their design is already operational
opportunity, the Auroa team has put
and deployed, and their new light aircraft
together a Limited Edition special for
The Shearwater is a brilliant land
engine design will be launched to the New
orders taken at Flair and look forward to
plane that can also land on water.
Zealand market at Flair.
meeting the visitors to their stand.
Its revolutionary technology eliminates
www.dukeengines.com
the drag and weight problems that have
Kiwiprops is the Brain Child
plagued seaplanes for over 100 years. It’s
Composite Helicopter
of visiting US Specialists John
an amazing combination of good looks,
Manufacturing are producing a new
McGinnis of mc squared in conjunction
technology breakthroughs and stunning
six-seat utility kit helicopter named the
with the commercialisation and prototype
performance. For the first time, there is a
KC518 Adventourer. It will have the ability
team of NZA 2010. KiwiProps will be
safe, efficient, four or five seat airplane that
to cruise at 135 knots, weighing just 800
manufactured in Hamilton and distributed
can operate from land or water without
kilograms and powered by a Rolls Royce
around the world.
compromise.
RR250 turbine engine. This new helicopter
www.shearwateraircraft.com

ON SATURDAY 15 October, New
began manufacturing single seat B20
Zealand Bantam pilots will band together
Bantams in 1984. The B22 model became
to attempt to set a new world record for
the standard production model in 1986,
the most Bantam aircraft flying and landing
encompassing dual seats and controls and a
together at one place.
more powerful Rotax 582 engine.
The current record was set in White
Further design modifications took place
River, South Africa,
during the 1990s and
earlier this year when
in 1995 the NZ CAA
48 Bantams gathered at
awarded the B22S type
Baghdad Centre on the
certification.
outskirts of the town.
The Bantam is now
The previous
sold in many countries
record was held by
around the world with
New Zealand with 34
353 planes produced
Bantams landing at Te
– all handcrafted by
A fly-in of 48 Bantams in South Africa.
Kowhai Airfield in April
Max Clear himself.
2009. And, just as the All Blacks intend
Today, not only is the Bantam a best selling
to beat the South Africans in rugby, Kiwi
microlight aircraft in New Zealand, it is also
Bantam pilots plan to bring their world
the best selling light aircraft in Africa.
record back home.
So come out and support the Bantam
Doing so will be fitting, as the Bantam
fleet on Saturday 15th October at Flair.
is manufactured by Micro Aviation which
Let’s cheer them on as they bring the world
is based at Te Kowhai Airfield. Max Clear
record title back to New Zealand!
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Martin Jetpack Flies into Flair
THE MARTIN Jetpack has been making
applications” said Martin.
international headlines for the past few
While this test was a verification of
years and has become a widely recognised
the safety system using an off the shelf
Kiwi aviation innovation. Jetpack inventor,
version, Martin Aircraft believes that
Glenn Martin will be bringing the
with the purpose built ballistic parachute
technology to Flair.
they are developing,
Named one of Time
the Jetpack’s flight
Magazine’s Top 50
avoidance curve can be
inventions for 2010, the
removed entirely, which
Martin Jetpack has the
would mean there will
ability to fly for half
be no height where a
an hour or more, climb
catastrophic system
more than 1000ft per
failure needs to lead to
minute and to cruise at
significant injury.
100 km/h.
The flight in
In recent testing
May was part of an
during May, the Jetpack
intensive period of
rose into the sky over
flight testing for the
the Canterbury Plains
Jetpack as the Martin
at a climb rate of 800ft
Aircraft Company
per minute, reaching
works through the
an altitude of 5000ft
final development
before deploying a
phase of the Jetpack’s
ballistic parachute.
technologies with
For this high altitude
the aim to have first
See the Martin Jetpack at Flair !
test, the Jetpack flew
deliveries of both the
in UAV mode with a dummy weighted to
manned and unmanned (UAV) versions to
simulate a pilot. “This test also validated
key customers in 2012.
our flight model, proved thrust to weight
In addition to bringing his Jetpack
ratio and proved our ability to fly a Jetpack
to Flair 2011, Glenn is also bringing his
as an unmanned aerial vehicle, which will
Jetpack Simulator. This will be available for
be key to some of the Jetpack’s future
Flair attendees to sit inside and experience
search & rescue / emergency and military
the next best thing to Jetpack flying!

One Stop Helicopter Services for:
Maintenance and Repair
Component Overhaul
Turbine Overhaul
Parts Supply
Modifications
Avionics Installations
Visit us at Flair to learn about
Real Value Maintenance
for all helicopter operators.
P: 09 296 2644
www.oceania-aviation.com

Offering a Total Support Centre for:
Airframe Maintenance
Engine Overhaul
Propeller Overhaul
Accessory Overhaul
Component Overhaul
Avionics Capability
Meet with us at Flair and find out
about taking the maintenance of your
aircraft to the next level.
P: 07 843 3199
www.aeromotive.co.nz

Flair is a not for profit event supported by NZ2011. Refer to www.nzflair.com for ticket and pricing information.
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Te Kowhai Airfield - 13th to 15th October 2011 - www.nzflair.com

New Dedicated Aircraft Painting Services
under development at Hamilton Airport
A BRAND NEW state of the art aircraft
painting company will soon be open for
business at Hamilton International Airport.
Now under construction, the facility
has been developed as a project of the
Aviation Industry Cluster in partnership
with a group of aviation companies and
part funded by New Zealand Trade and
Enterprise. The result of their vision,
Aviation Painting Services
(APS), will combine the
latest technology and be
fully CAA compliant, with
General Manager Phil
Byrne saying they “look
forward to being able to
provide genuine choices
for New Zealand’s aircraft
operators.”

and on show during Flair

be working on each aircraft. An ‘around
the clock’ work-force will ensure that
customers’ aircraft are returned to service
in the shortest time possible.
Alongside financial considerations,
an over-riding intention has been the
need to involve ‘green’ principles and
technology. “Everything from the initial
choice of building materials, facility design,

the three stage plan was
modified to bring stages 1
and 2 together, resulting
in the current building
and construction of an
impressive 30 x 30 metre
fully heated main booth.
A one piece hydraulically operated sealed
door rises to allow 8 metres of clearance.
The design has provided
additional and separate
spaces to enable light
aircraft and helicopters
to be sprayed while
concurrent stripping or
painting operations are
carried out in the main
booths.
Who is involved?

Opening this year

Opening day is now
very close and Phil is
taking bookings for
slots in December and
onward. He says that
some in the industry
have indicated surprise
that a new venture such
as this is opening up in
these troubled times,
but explains that; “This
is probably the very best time. Many
operators have delayed investing substantial
capital in a re-paint or a re-branding with
so little choice available in this market.
The key difference APS can now deliver is
the ability to provide the customer with a
guaranteed product that fits in with both
their operating schedule and their budget.”
Investment in Technology

Phil says that the huge facility currently
emerging from the ground at Hamilton
is a testament to the commitment of all
involved. The team has been researching
and investigating the latest techniques
in aircraft stripping, preparation and
painting for a little over two years now
with $100,000’s spent in developmental
research. Traditional painting and
refinishing times will be reduced by up
to two thirds, with a synergy of high
technology systems including infra-red
curing booths, electrostatic spray systems,
environmentally friendly paint stripping
and clever aerodynamic airflows within
the spray booth to allow multiple teams to
F6

Aviation Painting
Services is backed by
The APS facility currently under construction at Hamilton
a group of industry
International Airport will open for business in December.
pioneers and experts in
engineering processes, to the use
their fields. Phil says they are passionate
of paints and business processes,
about exceeding customer expectations
started with the question ‘Will
and delivering a guaranteed superior quality
this be better for the environment
finish, on time and on budget. The venture
and for our customers?’ We aim
is a NZ owned, independent company
involving key staff from the Aviation
to reduce the environmental
Industry Cluster, IGS Group, and Fieldair
impact of aircraft painting with
Engineering Limited. Preparations for CAA
greater use of technology and
Part 145 accreditation are in progress.
at no extra cost”, explains Phil. “Aircraft
or components will be able to be ‘hydro
Focused on Customers
blasted’ (with low volume water at
Phil explains the APS philosophy as
high pressure) and have all the existing
being very customer focused; “Customers
paintwork and much of the corrosion
are the reason we exist, so we intend to
addressed without the need for hazardous
treat them like stars. We aim for their
chemicals. When chemicals are required,
experience to be positive and rewarding. All
these will be treated and disposed of in
they need to do is fly in, trust everything
the most environmentally friendly manner
to us, and then fly out in record time.”
available.”
He adds that APS intend to offer; Fast
Scale of Operation
‘turn around’, Superior customer service,
This project is a substantial undertaking,
Exceptional workmanship, Competitive
with a scale intended to provide for all
rates, and a Re-branding and design service.
aircraft from microlights to commercial jets
and everything in between. The original
For more information
plan was to develop the facility in three
Aviation Painting Services will be open
stages, being (1) Light Aircraft and Rotary;
for business after successfully completing
(2) Heavy Turboprop business jets, and (3)
the first two provisioned aircraft in
Commercial jets and Military aircraft.
November of this year. Phil says they
The Stage 1 plan required a booth
are taking bookings from December and
area of at least 17 square metres. The
look forward to hearing from potential
intended capability of Stage 3 will
customers. Take the opportunity to meet
eventually necessitate operations from
with Phil during Flair. He can be contacted
a 45 x 45 metre main booth. However,
on 07 958 4799, e: philbyrne@fieldair.co.nz
after commissioning market research,
www.aviationpaintingservices.co.nz
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Flight Structures is an engineering
consultancy that provides professional
design and certification services to the
aeronautical industry.
We have grown to become New
Zealand’s largest independent Part 146
Design Organisation by consistently
delivering high quality services quickly
and cost effectively.
We cater for customers big and small and
look forward to meeting you at Flair.

Aviation Industry Association

Training Week

in conjunction with Flair

AIA will be running the following programmes at Te Kowhai

Aviation Risk Management Course
Date: 12-14 October 2011
Venue: Te Kowhai School, 605 Horotiu Rd, Te Kowhai 3288
Cost: AIA Members $900, Non Members $1200 (inc. GST)
This course in Aviation Risk Management gives participants
the practical skills and knowledge required and presents them
with a model to apply the risk management process within the
context of aviation orientated scenarios. The course enables
participants to conduct risk assessments and develop a
qualitative risk assessment or risk management plan on
any activity, project, task or function. The course takes the
concept of risk management from an introductory stage to a
more defined implementation function.

Safety Management Systems Course
Date: 12-14 October 2011
Venue: Te Kowhai School, 605 Horotiu Rd, Te Kowhai 3288
Cost: AIA Members $900, Non Members $1200 (inc. GST)
This course in Safety Management Systems (SMS) provides
insights into practices from around the globe and is designed
to give participants the practical skills and knowledge to
implement or enhance SMS within their organisation. The
course assists participants to understand the background and
philosophy that underpins an SMS, defines the elements of
an SMS and provides key tips and traps for implementation.
There are different ways used by organisations to manage
their safety risks, but one of the most common is through the
establishment of a good safety system.

For more information
call 04 472 2707 or visit www.aia.org.nz

See the Furio at Flair 13th - 15th October 2011

Flair is a not for profit event supported by NZ2011. Refer to www.nzflair.com for ticket and pricing information.
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Ownership Support from Central Aero Engineering
HAVING founded Central Aero
Engineering in 2006, Managing Director
Paul Waterhouse explains his and Stephen
Grainger’s philosophy as being to care for
the interests of aircraft owners, as well
as the aircraft itself. In just five years the
Hamilton based company has developed
a wide skill base and acquired a broad mix
of customers that encompass fixed wing,
rotary, recreational and
commercial disciplines.
Central Aero have a
wealth of experience
which enables them to
take on a wide variety
of work and operate
as a one-stop shop for
both regular aircraft
maintenance and the
solving of difficult
problems.

See the KC518 Adventourer from Composite Helicopters at Flair 13th - 15th October 2011

available for Cessna, Piper, Beechcraft,
Robinson (including 2200hr/12 year
programmes), Schweizer, MD, Bell,
Eurocopter and other types. Central Aero
also undertake major projects, restorations
and repairs, whether on fabric, metal or
composite aircraft. Another capability is a
speciality in propeller balancing, with many
satisfied owners being quite amazed at the
increased performance
this simple task has
yielded.
On the home
building and project
front, Paul offers a
complete range of
build consultancy
and support services
- and one call may be
all that is needed to
get a stalled project
going again. Or if
you’ve had a mishap,
Maintenance Control
Paul and Steve say to
and Support Services
bring it in and they
Central Aero
will sort it. Projects
provide maintenance
presently underway in
controlling services to
the hangar include the
several air transport
re-commissioning of a
operators and Paul
Mazda RX8 powered
says they are happy
Cobra Arrow sport
to offer the same
Clockwise from left: 1) Paul working on a top overhaul of a Jabiru engine, 2) SportCruiser repair
aircraft, repairs to a
service to all other
project, 3) A new engine frame for an RX8 engine in a Cobra Arrow currently being re-commissioned.
damaged SportCruiser,
operators, whether
and a Jabiru engine in for a top overhaul.
private or commercial. The offer also
have met some homebuilt and microlight
Central Aero are also adept at conducting
extends to recreational aircraft owners who
owners who don’t realise they should
administrative and accident investigations
can sometimes struggle with the amount of
have a maintenance programme and must
when required.
engineering bureaucracy involved in owning
comply with ADs. He says if that sounds
Martin Ross owns an Electrical Division
their own aircraft. Paul and Steve take pride
like you or you are uncertain about your
of Central Aero and can undertake
in quality of service and in being able to
maintenance obligations then “just ask for
maintenance for all GA electrics including
understand and work through issues from
help – that’s what we’re here for.”
Whelen strobe lights, magnetos, starters,
the two (sometimes differing) perspectives
Logbooks are another sometimes
generators, etc. Test equipment is on hand
of operator and engineer. They cite having
misunderstood item or something that
to trouble shoot a variety of electronic
a direct relationship with the operator
is consigned to ‘bureaucracy’ and not
black box control system problems with
as a key aspect of being able to better
attended to in the way that they should
repairs often being made to what would
support the aircraft and to providing best
be. Paul makes the offer again; “if you’re
otherwise require a more expensive return
cost services throughout a long term
unsure, ask one of us for help – or just
to manufacturer or replacement exercise.
partnership.
drop off the logbooks and aircraft and we’ll
Paul explains that it isn’t entirely
have a look and then sort it with you.”
For more information
uncommon for private or recreational
Maintenance and Project Engineering
Paul says if you’re thinking maintenance,
owners to forget to organise their Annual
The Central Aero team have a great
then think Central Aero. He can be
Review of Airworthiness and overrun
deal of aviation experience amongst them
contacted on 021 418 677,
the requirement, sometimes considerably,
across a wide spectrum of helicopter, fixed
email: admin@centralaero.co.nz or visit
saying that “if that happens we can help
wing, fabrication, electrical, cloth, metal,
www.centralaero.co.nz
out, and we can also help to prevent it from
composite, and administrative disciplines.
happening again”. It’s not just ARAs that
This includes everything from microlights
get overlooked, but also Airworthiness
and two-cylinder engines to piston and
Directives and inspection requirements,
turbo prop twins, autogyros, gliders, R22’s
an example being four yearly or 500
through to AS350B3’s, and more.
hour magneto checks. Microlight owners
Traditional maintenance provision is
with transponders fitted have often been
F8
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surprised to discover they were missing a
mandatory two yearly transponder check.
The rules say that responsibility for
such matters rest fully with aircraft owners
however Paul says they are happy to help if
owners have any uncertainties, particularly
in regards to AD interpretations which
can be a struggle for owners who are
not fluent in engineering. Paul and Steve

Would you like to see a profile on your business in KiwiFlyer? Call us on 0800 535937 to discuss options.
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Winter’s Project - Cleaning the Windows
ALONG WITH homes, boats and cars, aircraft require
Contributed by Frank Parker
maintenance. Indeed, authorities legislate a regular maintenance
in three colours; the interior is matt black, the exterior grey and the
program to ensure airworthiness. Winter, with its general lack of
emergency exit areas yellow. Time to call the professionals.
consistent flying weather is a time for this and many of the NZ
While this is progressing some research was needed on window
Warbirds Fleet are currently receiving attention.
replacement and sourcing the obscure rubber window mouldings.
When I acquired Harvard 65 from its Syndicate Owners the
For the former we decided
aircraft required some
on ‘plastics’. This was a
extensive TLC and attention
necessary medium for the
to deferred maintenance.
overhead curved sections
This has been a gradual
and a lighter more workable
process over the past three
solution to the flat side
years. The first project was
panels. Rubber mouldings
fuselage and wing corrosion
were sourced from Lancaire,
control, and a repaint of
a T-6 (USA for Harvard)
affected areas. Next was
supply specialist in Texas and
an engine and propeller
door to door delivery was
overhaul, along with engine
available in 3 working days.
cowl refurbishment.
Meanwhile the work on
This year, in addition to
the cockpit area continued.
required annual maintenance,
With the canopies removed
the ‘cosmetic’ focus has
Harvard 65 without its clothes on. Below: New windows are much easier to see through. it seemed necessary to tidy
been on the driver’s area.
up that instrument glare
I have fitted a second VHF and intercom system. The additional
shield, and with that out of
radio is a ‘must’ have for formation work, especially in an airshow
the way I had to consider
environment where you have to communicate with the Airshow
doing something with that
Control and the formation. Rapid switching between frequencies
tatty roll-over bar and ... It
is not an option! The original intercom was run from the VHF and
would be easy to arrive at the
never really made the cut. Reliable and ‘readable’ communications
wheels working from the top
will be a boon for dual flying and prospective passengers.
but there is a time constraint
The final cosmetics have been the cockpit transparencies. It’s 40
(summer) and the line
odd years since Harvard 65 retired from military service and the
must be drawn somewhere. So this would be IT, more so as from
upper perspex and canopy side windows were showing more than
experience in past projects I have learnt that the small part which
fair wear and tear. As well, some aspects of visibility from the rear
removes in half an hour generally requires half a day to replace !
cockpit (limited at best) were almost non- existent. Flying ‘trail’ (line
Meanwhile there was also the Annual Check to progress while
astern) formation by ‘feel’ didn’t have good vibes.
the aircraft was naked (fuselage panels removed).
After a suitable period of consideration the decision was made:
As I write we are well into the completion phase. The canopies
“replace the lot”. The first task was to remove all the canopies
have been refurbished, the cockpit area tidy-up is complete, and the
which is easier said than done. It’s amazing how stubborn a simple
‘Annual’ is down to the paperwork. All that is required is to turn a
screw can become in those 40+ years. This is followed by removal
hangar full of ‘bits’ back into an aeroplane. The target date is 18th
of the transparencies and once more it’s surprising what happens
September, Battle of Britain Day, although that’s another story.
to rubber moulds over an extended period. Next is an assessment
I should endorse the assistance I have received from Airspray,
of the canopy frames. Fortunately these were all in good condition
Pioneer Restorations, and ‘Dan’ my gopher, all at Ardmore.
despite numerous coats of paint, some of dubious quality, so a back
Cheers, frankly @xtra.co.nz.
to bare metal approach is required. The frames required painting

NEW ZEALAND WARBIRDS
Join New Zealand’s most colourful aviation fraternity

BE PART OF THE ACTION!

Membership includes subscription to Classic Wings Magazine and the NZ Warbirds
Scramble newsletter. Associate Membership $99. Full Membership $162.

.
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New Zealand Warbirds Association Limited.
Ardmore Airfield.
Phone: (09) 298 9207
PDC 14
Email: NZWarbirds@paradise.net.nz
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September 18th
NZ Warbirds Battle of Britain
Open Day at Ardmore

Includes a mass departure for the
Cenotaph flypast as well as practice flying
demonstrations in the afternoon. More
details from www.nzwarbirds.org.nz
October 1st-2nd
Opotiki Spring Fly-in

Heaps of drawcards include a bbq lunch
on Saturday and a hangi dinner eaten
around an open fire in the evening. Stay
on the airfield or in town ($2 shuttle).
Bacon and eggs on Sunday morning.
Visit White Island or the East Cape while
you’re there. Great hospitality and great
fun for all. Contact Martin Taylor 07 307
1975 or email: kiwiflyer@hotmail.co.nz
October 13th-15th
Flair at Te Kowhai

Backed by NZ2011 and showcasing
NZ aviation to the world. Includes
product launches, trade stands, flying
demonstration, seminars, workshops, and
more. See page 25 of this KiwiFlyer issue.

www.liviuavionics.com

Service on call for all:
• Avionics and Instruments Installation,
Inspections, Upgrade, Repair.
• Autopilot systems repair.
• Work on site at your aircraft anywhere in NZ.
Call Liviu Filimon: 021 048 7055
Ph/Fax: 09 268 1199
Ardmore Airfield: 09 296 2354

Aviation Industry Conference Week
THIS YEAR the conference was held
in Wellington at the newly named Amora
Hotel. It proved a resounding success with
many delegates saying this was the best
conference they had been to. We also saw
an increase in the level of sponsorship and
in the number of trade exhibitors from
previous years.
The week took on a new format with the
GE Capital NZAAA Annual Conference
opening the week with a welcome social on
the Sunday night. GE Capital has entered
into a three year sponsorship agreement
which includes naming rights of the
NZAAA annual conference.
Monday morning started with Nigel
Gould, the new chairman of CAA,
opening the proceedings and speaking to
those present regarding his views on the
direction CAA will take in the future and
in particular his desire to work in a more
collaborative style with industry. This
became even more evident as he spoke
a number of times during conference
week, including a two hour long meeting
with senior representatives of AEANZ
to discuss issues currently being faced by
engineers. On the Tuesday NZAAA were
joined by NZHA, where AIRCARE™
was introduced and explained. The
NZAAA conference concluded Tuesday
night with the awards dinner where John
Bargh was recognised for “Commitment
and dedication to the agricultural aviation
industry as a pilot and operator” and
Robert Mills was presented an award for
his “Outstanding contribution to helicopter
agricultural aviation in NZ”. Delegates
were also able to view the new Robinson
R66 before dinner. This year also marked
the retirement of John Maber from the role
of NZAAA EO.
The AIA part of the conference kicked
off on Wednesday with a number of
keynote speakers including the Hon. Kate
Wilkinson and Hon. Nathan Guy. Minister
Wilkinson announced the removal of the
cap on landings at Milford Aerodrome
which was well received by all those
present and especially those currently
affected by the limitations. AEANZ had a
full programme which included a Pratt &
Whitney Training Day on the PT6 engine.
Both the Flight Training Division and
Air Ambulance/Air Rescue divisions are
facing major challenges at the moment and
their programmes reflected these. Also
included were a number of presentations
relating to the UAV market. This included
representatives from Yamaha who promise

Report by Bob Feasey
they will return in force next year and
demonstrate their UAV at conference. It
was also announced that Bell Helicopters
have agreed to be a Bronze sponsor of
NZHA.
As usual the dinners were well attended.
The welcome social on Wednesday included
a visit to see the Bell 429 with the Thursday
night dinner being held at Shed 5, where
Simon Gault, owner, celebrity chef and
gliding instructor was on hand and spoke
about his aviation experiences.
Friday was the AIA Annual Awards
dinner with Altitude Aerospace Interiors
receiving the Richard Pearse Award for
Innovation. Taffy Evans and Neil Scott
also received AIA Awards. Grant Biel was
recognised as a new life member of AIA.
AEANZ presented an award to Allen
Parker for services to engineering and both
the CAA and ATTTO presented their
annual awards to worthy recipients.
Also as part of the week Aerosafe
Risk Management ran both SMS and Risk
Management Courses with approximately
25 attendees. These programmes are
now being facilitated on a regular basis as
industry prepares for the introduction of
SMS into the regulatory requirements.
The AIA and NZAAA would like to
thank the Sponsors and Trade Exhibitors
of the 2011 conference for making this
years conference such a major success and
look forward to their continued support
next year.

Join the NZ Warbirds Association. Phone (09) 298 9207 or visit www.nzwarbirds.org.nz
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Freeman Freight: Aviation Logistics Specialists

Massey University School of Aviation
News and Events
25th Jubilee Celebrations

Massey University School of Aviation
invites you to get your Boarding Pass now
for a weekend to remember.
The School is busy planning its 25th
Jubilee celebrations scheduled for the
weekend of 10-11 February 2012 in
Palmerston North.
Festivities begin
with a Welcome
Cocktail Evening on
Friday 10th February.
On Saturday 11th
February, activities
will include a formal
From this...
welcome by The
Vice Chancellor
Steve Maharey and
a synopsis of the
School’s history to
date, opportunities
for photos with
... to this.
friends and former
staff as well as a tour of the School’s Flight
System Centre and facilities including the
Diamond training fleet. A Jubilee Gala
Dinner on Saturday 11th February will
provide an opportunity for more socialising
and entertainment. This promises to be a
night to remember for one and all.
Details of registrations, accommodation
options etc, may be obtained from Massey
University Conference Services, Private Bag
11222, Palmerston North 4442. Ph: 06 350
5117 www.masseyconferences.co.nz

SPECIALISING in freight forwarding for
the aviation industry, including transporting
whole aircraft anywhere in the world,
Warwick Freeman of Freeman Freight
can design and manage international and
domestic freight forwarding projects from
start to finish. His company is backed by
an enormous amount of aviation logistics
experience and offers a single point of
contact for all requirements regardless
of complexity. Warwick also manages
AA Couriers, an Auckland
based courier and trucking
company providing a twice
daily service around the city,
including to North Shore,
Auckland, and Ardmore
Airports.

Association
with RAeS
Symposium

Massey University’s Bachelor of Aviation
programme, which integrates leading flight
training methodology with research based
academic knowledge, enables professional
development of student pilots
who are well prepared for a career
in the air transport industry.
This is the only non-engineering
degree endorsed by the Royal
Aeronautical Society as having met
their Educational Requirements for
Corporate Society Membership.
Massey University School of
Aviation is proud to be associated
with the RAeS 2011 Symposium
which is to be held at the James
Cook Hotel in Wellington on
Friday 28 October. ($85 RAeS
Members, $115 non-members).
The Symposium is titled “From the
Compass to the Flight Path” in which the
current leaders in New Zealand aviation
will give their strategic vision for the
future of aviation in this country. Civil
air transport, military aviation, aviation
training, airports, government policy, will all
be traversed.
Details and registration on the RAeS
website: www.RAeS.org.nz
A second Symposium will be held in
2012 where the strategic issues identified
are to be further teased out and discussed.

ROBINSON R66 TURBINE
AVAILABLE NOW
FOR DEMONSTRATION
NEW, OVERHAULED, AND
PRE-OWNED R44s & R22s
ALWAYS AVAILABLE

How much is your life/wife worth?

NEW AND PRE-OWNED
AGUSTAS AVAILABLE

BRS Whole Aircraft Parachute distribution and service is now available in New Zealand from Leading
Edge Aviation Ltd. We are the only factory authorised repacking centre in the Southern Hemisphere.
Phone Bryn Lockie on 021 681 900
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By 2004 Warwick was back in New
Zealand working for Bax Global in a
specialist role looking after engine freight
logistics and other aviation requirements.
Among other projects, this involved
international freighting of a Bell UH-1
for Beck Helicopters and one of NEST’s
Sikorsky S-76s.
Not long after this, Warwick formed his
own freight and logistics services company,
specialising in supporting the NZ aviation

exactly where their project is at. He can also
advise on the best means for safe and cost
effective packaging, giving consideration to
whether the same crates and materials will
be needed for later return to New Zealand.
Auckland courier and trucking services

After Warwick had started his own
business, an opportunity arose to purchase
an Auckland company that specialised in
automotive parts transport. AA Couriers
operated 14 vans on a
daily run stretching from
Helensville and Orewa in
the north to Tuakau in the
south. The company now
has three big rigs as well
which travel anywhere that is
required. These capabilities
History and Experience
fit well with the aviation
Warwick’s career (which
logistics business such that
actually began in the NZ
Warwick is able to offer
banking industry) and
aviation freight forwarding
adventures to date could
and parts courier services
easily fill a book. On the
with a knowledge of the
adventure side, his passion
industry, management of
NEST’s latest S-76 being re-assembled at Auckland wharves for it’s flight to Ardmore;
for travel has seen him
all services required for
backpack through 80 countries including
import/export/customs/MAF etc, and
industry. He has since been involved in a
24/7 flexibility. If it’s what will get the job
most of Russia and Africa, where he
variety of helicopter, microlight and larger
done to the requirements of the customer,
became adept at dealing with difficult
aircraft imports and exports, as well as
then Warwick will be in the truck himself,
situations in foreign places. This experience
extensive parts logistics including specialist
formed the base for a career shift to
heading somewhere overnight with an
engine crating and transport.
international freight forwarding, with
important AOG part on board.
Recent significant examples include
Warwick spending 9 years in England in
These capabilities combined with
another S-76 import for NEST, and several
various logistics roles. His travel experience
personal service and an aviation mindset
movements of Skywork’s K-Max between
meant that he was always given the most
offer good benefits to aviation customers
NZ and offshore destinations. Warwick’s
remote and most difficult projects to
and Warwick is keen to expand this side
services have also been frequently
deal with and his successes in this regard
of the business. Their vans and trucks
employed to move support equipment for
led to a UK based role in Rare Art and
can pick up (potentially AOG) parts from
overseas missions. Helicopter Services in
Antiquity Logistics, a position that involved
Auckland Airport or the wharves and
Taupo are another long term customer,
chartering 767’s to move wealthy clients
deliver to Ardmore for example, twice a
with Warwick providing logistics support
art collections and belongings around
day. This is easily managed with their own
for Rescue and other aircraft particularly
the world. Warwick also represented
staff and transport infrastructure. Warwick
under AOG conditions where short
such clients at auctions, purchasing
emphasises that “We aren’t constrained
leadtime and clear communication are of
valuable artwork on their behalf and then
by another companies operations and
critical importance.
transporting it home as carry on luggage.
can pull out the stops when required.”
In the UK Warwick then became
24/7 support and best cost results
The company holds accounts with Fedex
involved in specialist aviation parts
Warwick has a growing list of long
and TNT so can connect directly with
and AOG support logistics, a role that
term customers throughout the industry.
international parcels and shipments
included sourcing parts in alignment
He offers 24/7 support every day of
meaning less handling of the goods and
with maintenance schedules and aircraft
the year, with aviation minded care and
avoiding the risk of lack of care by general
locations for companies such as Lufthansa,
attention. Warwick says he prides himself
haulage companies.
on designing and managing logistics
Virgin, Air Atlanta and more. This
projects that meet his customers’ needs,
For more information
frequently involved air charter and heavy
and on finding services at best cost for
Warwick can be contacted on
truck transport logistics right across
whatever delivery timeframe is available.
0273 400 284, e: freemanfreight@xtra.co.nz
Europe. At times, Warwick would fly
His experience means that he can usually
or visit www.freemanfreight.co.nz
to where the part was and bring it back
foresee and rectify any problems along
AA Couriers office number is
himself as hand or checked luggage – one
the way, and with a policy of continuous
09 634 2794, e: warwick@aacouriers.co.nz
memorable trip involving exactly this
communication, customers always know
or visit www.aacouriers.co.nz
approach for two Boeing 747 nose wheels.
Would you like to see a profile on your business in KiwiFlyer? Call us on 0800 535937 to discuss options.
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Need an Engine… ?
We will get you an engine…

helicopter maintenance limited

celebrating 30 years of maintaining working helicopters

HELISPRAY by HELISPECS
the originator of the carbon fibre boom concept

for Robinson R44

l Lightweight, 72kg with 4hp
Honda l Low mass oscillation
absorbing carbon fibre booms
l All stainless / carbon fibre
construction means zero
corrosion l Fast and simple
installation and removal
l Single boom isolation option

FACTORY NEW, REBUILT AND OVERHAULED
GENUINE LYCOMING AND TCM ENGINES
FULL FACTORY WARRANTY - FULL FACTORY BACKUP - FULL FACTORY QUALITY ASSURED

WE MANAGE THE ENTIRE TRANSACTION, INCLUDING
DELIVERY TO YOUR DOORSTEP AND COLLECTION OF YOUR ENGINE CORE.
ONE SIMPLE TRANSACTION WITH COMPETITIVE PRICING.
TALK TO US ABOUT LOYALTY DISCOUNTS AND FLEET MANAGEMENT.

24/7 operation with no call out fees. We are serious about our service.
SERVICING AUSTRALIA , NEW ZEALAND AND THE REST OF THE WORLD.

T +64 9 636 6840
F +64 9 636 6778
M +64 21 298 5750
E: tony.marsters@aeromarsters.co.nz www.aeromarsters.co.nz

for AS350 B2, B3,
and Super C
l 1000 litre capacity with
room for foaming l Belly
tank incorporating simple one
person installation and removal
l Forward mounted carbon
fibre booms l Optional light
weight carbon fibre tank
l Single boom isolation option
l Accurate, pressure operated
contents gauge in pilot’s
console l Dump doors open
and close from pilot’s controls
for fire fighting and partial
load dumps l Designed by
Operators for Operators
l Competitively priced
l Buy NZ made

R44 BAGGAGE PODS by HELISPECS
l 220 litres capacity per pod
l Light weight - each pod only
weighs 14kg l 250lb structural
load per pod l Vented for
animal carriage l Removable
drain bung for cleaning l
Simple 30 second installation
or removal l Elegant design
and excellent functionality

HELIPOWER by HELISPECS

Battery Installation for Bell 206, AS350, MD369C,D,E,F,530F,600N
l Maintenance free sealed lead acid batteries
l Light weight - 15lb saving over conventional lead acid battery
l 16 amp hours (typical NiCad is only 13 amp hours l Improved starting
l Initial installation $1800+gst l Replacement batteries $700+gst

NEW: R44 GROUND
HANDLING WHEELS
l Eliminates twisting loads l Increased skid
clearance l Telescoping handle

Phone Roger at HELISPECS
on 027 498 2812 to discuss
all your helicopter requirements
or email: heli.specs@hotmail.com
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Contributed by Ruth Presland

pilot food; biscuits, pies and hot drinks for just a few coins in the
FOUNDED IN 1878 Rangiora has a proud history of 133 years
tin. They even have coffee whitener in the cupboard if there is
servicing a prosperous farming district. The largest town in the
no milk on hand. People are friendly and there are many private
Waimakariri District of North Canterbury, Rangiora is a vibrant
hangers full of projects, large and small. There
place of 12,000 residents and is situated 25
is lots of shelter behind hangars for tie down
minutes drive north of Christchurch. The outer
requirements and most likely you will bump
regions are beautiful to fly over and in recent
into friendly folk who are happy to help. For
times I have been fortunate enough to learn
maintenance, Grant Porter at ‘The Landing
more about the area from the ground. This
Spot’ (the South Island’s Certified Rotax Service
region offers the tranquillity and quality of
Centre) has a loan car for you to use when
life that comes with a semi rural setting and a
you take your plane to him. Contact Grant on
strong sense of community. So if you happen
03 424 1612. Steve Noad has parts including
to end up here, you’ll find yourself surrounded
Rotax. Phone him on 03 310 7290 or check out
by warm and welcoming people.
his website at www.aircraftlogistics.co.nz.
Canterbury is a great place to fly to and
The clubrooms have a bunkroom in the back
stop a while. I have spent many a time stuck
if you are stuck and like to stay close to the
on the plains somewhere, usually in poor
airport action. An option central to town is Kia
visibility, and have enjoyed my fair share of
Ora Motel (03 313 3449), with quiet units for
Canterbury Recreational Aviation Club pies.
just $75 a night at time of print. If you would
If you are planning a trip via Canterbury, then
prefer closer to the field then try the Rangiora
beware of the NE conditions that can bring
Holiday Park (03 313 5759) which is just over
low cloud, and prepare to be stuck for a day
1km from the airfield, but you don’t need to
(or three). Local knowledge is always valuable
walk. It is run by Raewyn and Allen Campbell
so give a pilot a call before you take off. There
(who love planes) and provide a free airfield
is an interesting website for Rangiora weather
shuttle on request.
http://www.dwight.co.nz.
There are many delightful cafes and
Flying into Rangiora requires a good sense
restaurants in town, or visit the supermarket if
of direction and as many eyes outside as
you would rather cook at your accommodation.
possible. The Sefton Chip Mill smoke should
If you can stay longer then I recommend a day
help with orientation as you can see it from
trip. Drive out to highway 1 and head north. It
quite a distance. Study the map before you take
is a lovely drive with interesting land marks and
off and as you go, because there are frequency
it isn’t far up to Cheviot for lunch. (Information
changes to make along the way. Take your latest
and a decent map on http://www.cheviotnz.
VNC 1:125,000 and note that RT is within the
com). Turn off just after Domett onto the
recently established 120.20 CFZ. From the
Hurunui Mouth road for a look and follow this
South it starts abeam Darfield and extends a
around to Gore Bay. This is a lovely little village
few miles to the north of Rangiora town ship.
just a few kilometres from Cheviot but right on
Make regular calls using the reporting points as
the beach. The road is partly gravel and winds
there is a lot of training traffic, low flying areas
through very old farm land with grand houses
and many airfields inside this CFZ.
in well established landscapes, reminding me
Keep looking for traffic, and I do mean
of where many of the settlers came from back
keep an eagle eye out. Rangiora is bursting
in the olde country. Closer to the coast, a large
with recreational activities, private ops and
array of gardens are revealed – a tribute to the
flight training, so join overhead, being aware of
Scenes from Rangiora, supplied by Doug
micro climate that the coast provides. After
potential NORDO traffic and that microlights
Anderson and Peter Collins from
Canterbury Recreational Aircraft Club.
a day out in this area, you are sure to be left
may be circuiting at 500 ft AGL. The strip is
planning another trip in the future for greater explorations.
in good order and is nice and wide, therefore great for practising
If all of the above appeals, then store the numbers I have
cross winds! Once on the ground, there is BP Avgas available and
mentioned in your phone, plan yourself a safe trip, and look
an honesty box for the landing fee. The Canterbury Recreational
forward to enjoying the hospitality of the friendly folk at Rangiora.
Aircraft Club has nice club rooms, with internet and all the good
All models in stock. Phone today!

HELISPECS

Places to Go: Rangiora

SIERRA
Top of the Range ANR
New Speaker Design
Microport Vent Technology
Light and Comfortable
Unparallelled Voice Clarity
Superb Stereo Sound
Bluetooth & Cellphone

The Best mid priced ANR headset
Light and Comfortable
Superb Stereo Sound
Bluetooth Compatible
Cellphone Interface

Jeff Van West of Aviation Consumer wrote “New Zulu is in our opinion, the most comfortable over the ear headset ever worn.”

Would you like to see your airfield profiled in KiwiFlyer? Contact editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz and let us know.

Available from
Phil Jones,
NZ’s Lightspeed
Dealer since 1997
Ph: 0800 116 741

specialfx.co.nz
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Evektor Harmony on way
THE LATEST aircraft to be released
from the Evektor stable is the Harmony
LSA and New Zealand Evektor dealer
Colin Marshall has one on the way here. An
evolution of the SportStar MAX, the new
Harmony offers improved looks, speed and
performance, most noticeably from a new
swept wing and tail design. Colin says there
are a lot of other changes under the skin as
well, including more legroom, new brake
and rudder pedals, bigger ailerons offering

elbow and shoulder.
A large range of optional equipment
includes exchanging the engine for a
Rotax 914 turbo, adding night VFR or
IFR instrumentation, autopilot, alternate
propellers including CSU, glider tow
equipment, a BRS system, and upgraded
interior fitments.
With the proven flight training heritage
of Evektor’s SportStar range behind it and
our currently more favourable exchange
rates, Colin is
looking forward
to receiving his
new aircraft and
demonstrating
it around the
country to
interested
purchasers.
About Evektor

Founded
in 1991,
Evektor’s early
years involved
co-operative
partnerships with
other aircraft
Evektor dealer for NZ, Colin Marshall has a new Harmony model due here soon.
manufacturers
improved crosswind ability, a bigger rudder
such as Aero Vodochody. In 1996 they
for improved side slip control, a revised
purchased Aerotechnik and developed their
first all metal light aircraft, the EuroStar,
nose gear leg, and more.
of which almost 1000 have now been
Fitted with a 100hp Rotax 912ULS
produced. Other aircraft available from the
engine, and retaining the all metal
Evektor stable include the SportStar LSA
construction of its predecessor, the
and the four seat, VUT100 Cobra powered
Harmony is quoted as having a cruise at
by a Lycoming IO-360.
75% power of 110kts for 18 litres per hour
fuel consumption. Max level TAS is 120kts
For more information
and Vne is 146kts. Range is 700nm with a
Contact Colin Marshall at AeroFlight
6.5 hour endurance, and max weight climb
Aviation on 03 312 5402 or 0274 125 402,
performance exceeds 1000fpm. Empty
email: colin-m@xtra.co.nz
weight is 310kgs and useable is 290kgs.
The Evektor website is www.evektor.com
Cabin width is a generous 118cm (46”) at

Sport and Recreation

First flight for
twin turboprop
Evektor Outback

The Evektor Outback boasts accommodation for
14 and performance of 220kts at 10,000 feet.

AT THE end of June 2011, Evektor
Aerotechnik celebrated the first flight of
their prototype 14 seat passenger / cargo
aircraft. Designed for a cruising speed of
220kts at 10,000 feet, the twin turboprop
EV55 Outback is intended to excel in
STOL operations from short unpaved
and potentially high altitude runways.
It has been conceived especially for
utility operators in countries with underdeveloped transport infrastructures such as
in South America, Africa and Asia.
The Outback is intended to be cost
competitive with existing single engine
turboprop offerings and to offer high
flexibility of use, with a cabin able to be
easily reconfigured depending on the mix
of passengers and freight required for any
particular flight.
This first flight has been a milestone for
the project which was conceived in 2004
by Evektor and an association of aircraft
manufacturers in the Czech Republic. The
project is also supported by the Czech
Government. Test pilot Josef Charvat took
the aircraft to 125kts at 3500 feet and said
that “the airplane behaved exactly as we
supposed, being easily controllable and
promptly reacting to control interventions.”

Gliding and General Aviating for NZQA Credits
Contributed by Jill McCaw
THERE IS great news for aviation minded young people. Thanks
to the efforts of Vern Grant, CFI of Gliding Wairarapa and Senior
enterprises. The whole concept of including this type of assessment
Science teacher at Kuranui College in the Wairarapa, the Aviation,
for a sporting body in the nation’s assessment framework is rather
Tourism and Travel Training Organisation (ATTTO) and the New
unique and is replicated, I think, only in Germany.
Zealand Qualification Authority (NZQA) it is now possible for
“Kuranui College in Greytown is now assessing against the
young people to turn their aeronautical experiences into credits for
six gliding standards. The college has been running the National
their National Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA)
Certificate in Aviation Level 2 course for several years now and
qualifications.
already some of the students have
The units are designed for
achieved 6 credits at level 4 on
school age students who may be
the framework for flying a glider
interested in aviation as a career.
to A certificate level. Level 4 on
Working through the Gateway
the framework is equivalent to
Programme which provides
first year tertiary study. I believe
vocational training through
we are the first college to do this.
schools, young people can opt
All assessments on the framework
to do an Aviation placement.
need to be moderated and
The programme is available in
ATTTO have indicated that the
both power and glider units. This
CFI in any gliding club has the
programme is not yet rolled out
credentials to do this.”
nationwide but aero and gliding
If young people are interested
clubs are working to have it ready.
in the 10 week Aviation vocational
In the meantime it is possible for
course they should approach the
young people with flight training
Gateway Programme adviser at
up to PPL in power planes and
their school. Be aware that not
GPL in gliders to transfer that
all Aero or Gliding clubs in the
training to level 3 NCEA credits.
country are prepared for or able
ATTTO have worked with
to provide this programme yet.
the Christchurch Aero club to
Hopefully if there is enough
develop a programme which
interest in an area then something
introduces young people to career
can be arranged for your club.
paths available in aviation and
For information on turning flight
teaches them about flight. Over
training into NCEA credits, in
a period of ten weeks students
the first instance see the ATTTO
spend one day a week with their
website ATTTO.org.nz and/or
local aero or gliding club. In the
approach your CFI.
trial programme last year with
Gliding New Zealand is very
Christchurch Aero Club the
excited about the potential this
students received a pack including
programme has to introduce
a year’s free membership, the first Images from the ATTTO Aviation Gateway Careers Guide and Principles of interested and motivated students
Flight Student Manual for obtaining NZQA credits
three flights of their PPL and a
to our sport. As a parent of keen
log book. These costs are not included in the school’s programme
aviators I personally am very excited by the way this programme
but were offered at reduced rates by the aero club. The school
and many other Gateway vocation programmes keep school
covers the cost of the work books and assessments for the course.
meaningful and relevant to young people who may otherwise drift
The ten week programme is a structured programme of
away from education. Having some NCEA credits in the bag for my
events including an introduction to the club and meeting with
solo glider pilot is a bonus.
the instructors. As well as their three flights, airfield ‘etiquette’,
I am Jill McCaw, editor and publisher of Gliding NZ’s official
how to wash aircraft and why, preflights, refuelling and visits with
journal SoaringNZ. For more information on the magazine or to
the mechanics at the aero club were included on the days spent
learn more about gliding in New Zealand see the GNZ web site:
at the club. Other days involved visits to the control tower, radar
www.gliding.co.nz
centre, Air New Zealand Maintenance and the Crash Fire unit.
They talked to helicopter pilots and discussed helicopter training
and were visited by an Airforce recruiter and an Air New Zealand
Flying Wires available in Carbon Steel or Stainless Steel
commercial pilot.
		
to AN (671-676) or AGS (320-326) Specs.
Vern Grant says, “Gliding Wairarapa, with the assistance of
Tie Rods available in Carbon Steel or Stainless Steel
		
to AN (701-706) or AGS (307-313) Specs.
Dave Evans, Aircraft Industry Training Advisor from ATTTO and
Clevis fittings also available in Carbon Steel or Stainless Steel
the NZQA, constructed the (Unit standard) equivalent (of the flight
		
to AN665, BS SP3 or AGS Specs.
training) program for gliding. All six standards are based on Gliding
Testing and recertification service for your old assemblies available.
New Zealand’s protocols for training. It is suspected that other
 	
Russ Ward P: 021-116-1965 E: flyingwires@vintageaero.com
aviation industries will follow, including helicopter and ballooning

Streamlined Flying Wires
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They fly by magic, or some other technical theory
ON SEEING an autogyro for the first time, many people are
airspeed is increased, the autogyro rotor system will turn faster and
surprised to find that there is no in-flight drive system to the rotor
faster by itself until enough lift is generated to fly. After that, rotor
blades, especially after watching these aircraft perform what may
speed is self governing depending on rotor load.
sometimes seem like extreme manoeuvres.
Nearly all gyros have a fixed pitch rotor system with the
So other than magic, what keeps the rotors turning? Autogyros
advantage that so long as airflow continues to pass through the
fly by the principle of autorotation – the same way helicopters can
front of the rotor disc from underneath, the rotor cannot be stalled
glide to the ground and land in the event of engine failure. The
and hence it is possible to slow a gyro to zero forward airspeed. It’s
big difference is that autogyros fly permanently in autorotation,
an eerie sensation for fixed wing pilots. The result will be descent
sustained by using a propeller
but the rotor system will
to drive the aircraft forward
continue autorotating and the
Autogyro Flight Vector Diagram
through the air. Whereas a
pilot needs simply to lower the
helicopter rotor is tipped
nose of the aircraft to regain
Axis of
forward in forward flight
sufficient forward airspeed for
Blade Rotation
Direction
(directing the resultant rotor
initiating a flare and slowing the
of flight
reaction up and forward) and
descent rate before the ground
pulling the aircraft through
arrives.
Resultant
the air, the gyro rotor is tipped
Another autogyro benefit
Rotor Lift
Rotor Reaction
back such that air passes
is that these aircraft can enjoy
through the front of the
a very short takeoff roll,
Plane of
Blade Rotation
rotor disc from underneath.
especially if there is a little wind
Rotor Blade
Although a rearward
on the nose to begin with and
Rotor Drag
component to the resultant
if a good pre-rotator is used.
Resultant
Relative Airflow
rotor reaction then exists, this
A pre-rotator is a mechanical
is more than compensated for
device connected to the engine
Airflow due to
by the forward thrust of the
with a clutch arrangement
Blade Rotation
propeller.
allowing the rotors to be spun
Airflow due to
In a turning rotor system
up to near flight speed while
Airspeed
there exists an airflow due to
the aircraft is stationary. The
Note: To assist clarity, some vectors are not drawn to scale.
aircraft movement and also
clutch will then be disengaged
an airflow due to blade rotation. These sum to a resultant relative
(eliminating any torque reaction) before commencing a short
airflow which in autorotation is directed across the aerofoil from
ground roll to accelerate the rotor sufficiently further for takeoff.
below the plane of rotation (remember the rotor disc is tipped
The most significant advantage however, is simplicity. The
back). Therefore lift, which is perpendicular to relative airflow,
standard autogyro rotorhead does not require the helicopter
is directed forward of the axis of rotation. In autorotation the
complications of a primary driveshaft, swash plate, feathering
resultant total reaction of rotor lift and rotor drag is still forward of
hinges or pitch links, and with most gyros using a semi-rigid two
the axis of rotation so in addition to providing lift, this force also
blade rotor system, lead-lag and flapping hinges are not required
drives, or rotates the rotor forward.
either. Nor of course is a tail rotor. It’s a great way to fly.
Because the rotor sees a much greater airflow at the blade
Given the great simplicity of the autogyro flight system and the
tips than the centre, it follows that different regions of the disc
fact that landings (including engine off deadstick landings) can be
experience different forces. In autorotation, the described force is
accomplished with very little, or zero groundspeed, autogyros are
dominant however and providing there is sufficient relative airflow
also arguably a very safe way to fly. In fact, if choosing an aircraft
due to either forward or downward aircraft movement (or simply
to experience an engine failure in, autogyros would have to be at
the wind itself), the autorotation effect is self sustaining. Not magic
the top of the list. Try one and be surprised! Beware of addiction
at all, as the vector diagram demonstrates. During a take-off roll, as
though – it’s happened to many before you.

Magni
Gyro
Safety
by
Design

www.magnigyro.co.nz

Join the NZ Autogyro Association

-

www.autogyro.org.nz

KiwiFlyer is published every two months
and delivered FREE to every aircraft operator
and aviation business in New Zealand.
Retail, website and other targeted distribution
assures advertisers of the widest possible
market coverage.
We can help prepare your
advertisement or write promotional editorial
about your business or new developments.
KiwiFlyer is focused on the NZ aviation
community and marketplace. We look
forward to working with you on opportunities
to help support and promote your business.
P: 0800 535 937 E: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz
www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
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Sport and Recreation

Products and Services

Getting your model flying fix in winter - Indoors
DON’T YOU JUST love winter – not!
Cold, wet and windy outdoor conditions
are just not compatible with flying radio
controlled model aircraft and during the
middle of winter, summer can seem so
far away. Usually the only way to get some
hours on the transmitter is by using a flight
simulator to keep your flying skills honed.
However, there is still a way to fly real
models and get together with fellow flyers
for a few hours. During winter, many
model flying clubs hold indoor events,
providing a good opportunity to socialise
and participate in a different type of model
flying than club members may be used
to. Indoor flying events are very popular
in Europe and Northern Hemisphere
countries where flying outdoors in winter
just isn’t an option.
Indoor flying is quite different to regular
outdoor flying. Obviously, the aircraft itself
is a lot smaller with a more restricted flying
area to manoeuvre in. The original indoor
model was a scratch built balsa and paper,
ultra light, free flight aircraft. These small
and delicate craft, once hand launched,
appear to float through the air, carried
along by the upwards thermal air currents

Our services enhance and protect your asset
Specialist Aircraft Cleaning and Valet Services
Leather Care - Anti Corrosion Treatment
Fixed and Rotary Wing - All sizes big or small
Contact Chris 021 262 2272 www.adnz.co.nz

within the indoor flying area. Designed to
Contributed by Janice Angus
fly within the restricted areas of school
gyms, warehouses, and arenas, these models
attractive to a wider group of people.
can remain in the air for long periods, just
It is now possible to buy straight off
gently wafting around before landing in an
the shelf, ready to fly indoor or micro
equally calm manner.
models that come
Another type
complete with
of indoor model is
batteries and chargers.
powered by rubber
The only additional
bands. They are also a
hardware required is
‘Free Flight” aircraft
a transmitter. These
and, like the glider
models are often made
types, fly without
of EPO (a robust
any radio controls. A
type of polystyrene)
tweak to the rudder
which means they can
Ned Verrall hand launching his glider – indoor withstand hitting walls
prior to launch
flying is great for all age groups.
dictates the direction
and other obstacles
they will fly in.
without suffering
Though very
major damage. In
different from flying
many cases, a quick
outdoor sports sized
application of “foam
planes, indoor model
friendly” super glue
flying can be equally
is all that is needed to
enjoyable.
repair any damage and
Indoor flying,
get your plane back in
perhaps because it is
the air after a mishap.
A Bird in the Hand – Mike Knowles with his
a less public pastime
Both fixed and
flapping bird, complete with tweet.
than outdoor flying, is
rotary wing indoor
generally considered
models are available.
a fringe sector of the
These extend from
model flying scene. It
a docile Cub to a
is however, becoming
nippy Mustang or a
more and more
nimble helicopter. If
popular. This is largely
you want something
due to radio controlled
less conventional, a
components having
remote controlled
An indoor UFO – this novel aircraft is controlled bird, complete with
become smaller,
by an iPad, not a conventional transmitter and is flapping wings and
lighter, cheaper and
very stable and easy to fly.
more accessible.
chirping sounds may
Advances in electric motors and batteries
appeal. You just need to make sure that the
have meant that indoor models are able
aircraft you buy is suitable for the site you
to be made smaller, lighter, carry more
will be flying in.
power and enjoy longer flight times – all of
The most common venues are school
which makes this avenue of the sport more
gymnasiums, public sports halls and empty

l
l
l
l
l
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l
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Pacific Aircraft
Services

Modifications
Sales
Repairs
Field Service
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Christchurch International Airport
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Aircraft Painting
and Restoration Specialists
Talk to us before starting your aircraft paint or restoration project

We can prepare and finish your aircraft
to the highest standard

Sale

Contact Steve:

20% off
Coloured Dope
for a limited time

USA

Award Winning Fabric
Covering and Finish System

Is your painter experienced with: Preparation techniques that won’t
damage your aircraft; Corrosion identification and protection; Applying
high solids paint in low volume to save weight; Avoiding a brittle finish
that will crack over time; Finishing with a colour coat instead of adding
layers of clear to cover imperfections? If not, and if you care that the
result is the best it can be, talk to us. We offer you experience to do it:
The right way – The easy way – The first time.

P: 03 359 6891
M: 027 535 2191
E: steve@pacificaircraft.co.nz

NZ Guimbal Service Centre
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Asia Pacific Distributors for
Superflite FAA approved
Aircraft Paint
as used by leading
light aircraft manufacturers.

HELICOPTER MAINTENANCE
Robinson 2200hr/12 Year inspections
Group 1 + 2 Certified Maintenance
R22 Beta 0-360-J2A Mod (Beta Plus)

aircraft hangers. These all vary in size and can present their own
types of flying challenges – walls tend to jump out when you least
expect them and being able to fly your model within the available
space may take a bit of practice.
It is quite common at indoor model flying events to have allotted
times for specific types of aircraft to fly at once. Having a confined
space with 20 or so aircraft in the air altogether is not always
conducive to safe flying and care is required to avoid damage to
people and aircraft.
Flying inside where it’s warm and dry is a lot of fun especially
when it is raining cats and dogs outside. If the thought appeals and
you want to find out more about what events might be scheduled in
your area then contact your local model aero club.

www.pacificaircraft.co.nz

August / September 2011

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

www.pacificaerocoatings.com

Please support our advertisers and tell them you saw their advertisement in KiwiFlyer.
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Training Services

Training Services

Teaching outstanding skills taught to
us by the pioneers of mountain flying.

ATTENTION
Do you need:
Twin Comanche:
$430/hr S, $460/hr D

to renew your Instrument Rating?

Archer III:
$268/hr S, $298/hr D

a GPS rating?

GST incl, plus Airways fees.
Prices subject to change.

Our IFR aircraft have Aspen EFIS
and Garmin GPS. They can be
configured for either traditional or
technically enhanced panels.

Phone: 07 843 5655
Email: info@flywaikato.co.nz

Please enquire about a tailor made programme to suit your requirements

TYPE RATINGS

Enquiries and Enrolments being taken
for the following upcoming courses:

www.flywaikato.co.nz

www.mountainflyingnewzealand.com

S300 R22 R44 B206

Basic Turbine Knowledge

Advertise
Here

to build multi IFR hours?

Professional Aviation
Ground Study Courses and
Study Support Material

FLIGHT TRAINING
THEORY COURSES

16-17 November

CHARTER . SCENICS
PHOTOGRAPHY
SURFING . BANNERS

A space this size is available from only $75+gst.
Reach thousands of aviation enthusiasts including
every aircraft operator and aviation business in NZ.
The October/November issue deadline is 7th Oct.

ATPL Flight Planning

24-27 November (to be confirmed)
Study Support Material is available for:

We offer professional training in a
friendly and relaxed environment where
students may also participate in our
commercial operations.

E: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz
P: 0800 KFLYER (0800 535 937)

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Call us for an information pack or
a trial flight to start your career today.
NEW: R22 now on line

Basic Turbine Knowledge
ATPL Air Law
ATPL Instruments and Nav Aids
ATPL Flight Planning
Ph/Fax: 09 298 1899
or 0508 CHOPPER
E: info@chopper.co.nz

www.chopper.co.nz

Providing Personalised Training to Private and Commercial Pilots for over 20 years

See our website for full information

www.waypoints.co.nz
Contact: Mark Woodhouse
waypoints@clear.net.nz

REDBIRD
Full Motion
FLIGHT SIMULATION

Now available at Ardmore and approved for
use in training pilots under Part 61 and
Part 141 for the following purposes:
l Accumulating instrument ground time for
Licence or Rating issue.
l Maintaining instrument rating currency.
l Maintaining instrument approach currency.
l Completion of an instrument rating annual
competency demonstration.
l Completion of the demonstration required
for an additional make and model of GNSS
navigation aid.

FLIGHT TRAINING
Guimbal Cabri G2

l

R22

l

R44

Pacific Helicopter Training introduces
revolutionary safety standards with the
new Guimbal Cabri G2.
We have limited student numbers to
ensure personalised career training.

More safety. More utility. More fun !
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Christchurch International Airport
Contact Chris:

Contact us for PPL and CPL training,
Type Ratings for G2, R22, R44,
Night Ratings and Instructor Ratings.

August / September 2011

Available for hire to Pilots and Flight
Training Organisations.

P: 03 359 6891
M: 027 316 8444
E: chris@pacificaircraft.co.nz
pacifichelicoptertraining.co.nz

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Panels for C172/G1000 or standard, Beech
Baron with G430, G530 and auto-pilot.

For more information contact Mike Foster
Phone: 09 296 1839 or 021 321 417
Email: michaelffoster@msn.com

Ensure your business is promoted in the next issue of KiwiFlyer. Email your requirements to editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz
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ZK-REVIEW

Contributed by Penny Belworthy

ZK-PSA
Dyn’Aero MCR 4S

PETER Armstrong is 7 hours into the 40
hour test time for his brand new Dyn’Aéro
MCR 4S. He started construction on this
aircraft just over 4 years ago, spending 3

months at the Dyn’Aero factory in France
helping with some of the construction
before shipping the aircraft to NZ.
Dyn’Aéro Aircraft are of all-composite,
carbon fibre construction. Founded in
1992, the company is known for its MCR
series of factory built and homebuilt
aircraft such as the two seat MCR01, the 4S
(4 seat version) and more recently a pair of
twin designs, one of which is an LSA.
Peter’s MCR 4S aircraft is powered
by a 914 Rotax intercooled engine with a
constant speed GT propeller. It has a 10
hour endurance and cruise speed of 155kts.
A special aspect of this aircraft is its
state of the art cockpit. As Peter is a
computer engineer (or computer geek in

IS PROVIDED COURTESY OF

his words) the cockpit contains advanced
avionics such as 3 MGL Avionics flatpanels, each including a multitude of
flight and information systems. A mode S
transponder, PCAS, and an electronic CO2
monitor are also fitted, as well as a Ballistic
Recovery System.
Peter said it flies very nicely with very
little trim. The only adjustment so far has
been to balance the propeller, so I’m sure
that we will be seeing this very striking
aircraft around NZ in the months ahead.

exhaust system to increase available power.
The design is reminiscent of a scaled
Bell 47 helicopter (it uses an actual Bell 47
bubble) and was originally called the Baby
Belle, until Bell Helicopters objected.
Presently the main rotor blades are being
fitted. Once final checks and balancing are
done, the helicopter will be ready for its C
of A. In the meantime Nigel, who presently
holds a fixed wing PPL, will be starting his
helicopter license and plans to transition to
the Safari after achieving solo flight.

ZK-INS CHR Safari

ZK-BVR DHC Beaver

THE Canadian Home Rotors Safari is a kit
helicopter, produced by Safari Helicopter
of Ontario. Nigel Slonker bought his kit
from an American agent and had it sent to
Nelson where he has spent the last 4 years
off and on constructing it.
Appealing to Nigel was the time proven
design (this is the tenth to be registered
in NZ) and that the aircraft is built with
standard aviation equipment and no vee
belts. The kit comes with a Lycoming 320
engine which Nigel has fitted with high
compression pistons. The structure consists
predominantly of welded 4130 steel
tubing. Nigel has opted for Bruce Belfield’s
Titanium tail rotor blades and an upgrade
on the rotor head, as well as Bruce’s special

ZK-BVR recently flew for the first time
in NZ following a complete restoration by
Frank Wright and his team from Mount
Maunganui. The restoration took just over
two years (5000 man hours) to complete
and includes a Sealand cabin extension, new
forward cabin struts, lifetime wing struts,
tip tanks, and much more. An all new
interior has been fitted with 8 place leather
seating, interior lighting, wool carpets,
as well as new floors with seat and cargo
restraints.
The engine is zero timed by Tulsa with
a new Hartzell 3 blade prop and the entire
aircraft has been rewired. Avionics include
a 2x Garmin SL40 Coms, a Garmin 327
Transponder, a Garmin 695 large screen

Buying an aircraft? - We can help with checks and upgrades
See us for Assessments, Cosmetics, Avionics, Modifications, and Ongoing Maintenance Programmes to Suit Your Needs.

Selling an aircraft? - We can complete your preparations for sale
See us for Checks, Corrosion Control, Cosmetics, CoA, and more.
Avionics, Airframe, Engines, Hydraulics, Components…

Genuine Beech, Cessna, Piper, and Helicopter Parts in stock.
Contact Peter McCarty
P: 09 295 0665
E: peter.mccarty@hawkerpacific.com
Visit us at Harvard Lane, Ardmore.
www.hawkerpacific.com

NZ’s one-stop Rotary and Fixed Wing maintenance facility all under one roof

ARRIVALS - June/July 2011
BBV
S.N.C.A.N. Stampe SV 4A
CSA
Diamond DA20-C1
CSB
Diamond DA20-C1
CSD
Diamond DA20-C1
CSE
Diamond DA20-C1
DNA Cessna 162
DVM Aerospool Dynamic WT9
FFF
Kavanagh E-120
FVP
Piper PA-23-250
GJI
Schleicher ASW 27
HAR
Robinson R44
HBH
Kawasaki BK117 B-1
HVN Bell 427
HWX Robinson R44 II
INS
Canadian Home Rotors Safari
ISS
Robinson R66
KBP
Pacific Aerospace 750XL
KBQ
Pacific Aerospace 750XL
LOA
Airborne XTS-912
MAZ P & M Aviation Quik GT450
MPG Piper PA-46-310P
MWP Mooney M20C
NAB Cessna 172S
NNN Piper PA-44-180
NWH Cessna A185F
OFB
Bowers Fly Baby 1-A
PSA
Dyn’ Aero MCR 4S
RGD
Vans RV-4
TCM
Tecnam P92 Echo Classic
WJB
Jabiru J160
ZQG Boeing 737-838
ZZA
Beech C90A
TRANSFERS - June/July 2011
BTU
Piper PA-18
BZU
Cessna 172B
CHH Cessna 150D
DNY Cessna 150M
DRJ
Cessna A150M
DXK
Cessna 172M
DXP
Cessna 172M
ECO BAe 146 Series 200
EEL
Pacific Aerospace Cresco 08-600
EJT
Cessna 172N
EOJ
Cessna 152
ESI
Piper PA-38-112
FGZ
Cessna 182N
FHQ Piper PA-28-181
FLT
Cessna 172N
FTI
Micro Aviation B22 Bantam
FVY
Piper PA-38-112
FYF
Micro Aviation B22 Bantam
GCB Hoffmann H 36 “Dimona”
GCN Schleicher Ka 6CR
GLL
Rolladen-Schneider LS 3-a
GNF Grob G103 Twin II
GOS Glasflügel H 301 Libelle
GSH Schempp-Hirth Janus
HBV
Robinson R44
HDA Bell 412
HDB
Aerospatiale AS 350B2
HDJ
Robinson R22 Beta
HDO Aerospatiale AS 350B2
HDR
Aerospatiale AS 350B2
HDX
Robinson R22 Beta
HDY
Bell 412EP
HED
Robinson R22 Beta
HEJ
Eurocopter AS 350 B3
HFW Robinson R44 II
HJY
Aerospatiale AS 350B2
HKV
Eurocopter EC 130 B4
HMJ
Bell 206L
HMQ Aerospatiale AS 350B2
HMW Robinson R22 Beta
HNF
Eurocopter EC 130 B4
HNI
Bell 412
HNK Aerospatiale AS 350B2
HNO Agusta AW139
HNR Aerospatiale AS 350B2
HNW Aerospatiale AS 350B2
HNZ Agusta AW139
HOH Robinson R44 II
HQZ Robinson R22 Beta
HRT
Robinson R22 Beta
HSM Aerospatiale AS 350B2
HTZ
Robinson R44 II
HUK
Aerospatiale AS 350B2
HXM Robinson R44 II
HXS
Hughes 269C
HXX
Hughes 369D
HYF
Robinson R44 II
HZR
Robinson R44 II
HZW Robinson R22 Beta
IBH
Aerospatiale AS 350B2
ICZ
Robinson R22 Beta
IDQ
Eurocopter AS 350 B3
IFM
Robinson R22 Beta
IHX
Robinson R44 II
IJK
Eurocopter EC 120 B
IMS
Aerospatiale AS 350B2
IVZ
Aerospatiale AS 350B2
JBS
Cessna 152
JBU
Cessna 152
JBX
Piper PA-38-112
JCC
Cessna 152
JDC
Cessna 152
JGC
Cessna 152
JIC
Cessna 152
JLA
Cessna 152
JLD
Micro Aviation B10 Bantam
JMO Cessna A150K
JNZ
Micro Aviation B22J Bantam
JOI
Fly Castelluccio Mach 1
continued on next page...

Mr L J Fellman
CTC Aviation Training (NZ) Ltd
CTC Aviation Training (NZ) Ltd
CTC Aviation Training (NZ) Ltd
CTC Aviation Training (NZ) Ltd
Flightline Aviation Ltd
Stephen John & Phoebe Field
Kiwi Balloon Co (2009) Limited
Ansky Holdings Limited
Mr R A Johnson
Button Logging Ltd
Oceania Aviation Limited
Helilink Limited
Helihire Limited
Mr N Slonker
Skysales Aviation (NZ) Ltd
Pacific Aerospace Limited
Pacific Aerospace Limited
Mr J W Wordsworth
Mr G J Boulton
Fairway Air Limited
Woodpecker Trust
Nelson Aviation College Ltd
Woodlands Services Limited
P and N Seale
Mr C F Hay
Pestar Holdings Limited
G F and M T Doran
Stanley Aviation Limited
Kamahi Trust
Jetconnect Limited
Izard Pacific Aviation Ltd

Helensville
Hamilton
Hamilton
Hamilton
Hamilton
Gisborne
Cheviot
Hamilton
Whitianga
Timaru
Rangiora
Papakura
Auckland
Rotorua
Dunedin
Christchurch
Hamilton
Hamilton
Taupo
Fairlie
Tauranga
Auckland
Motueka
Nelson
Rangiora
Waimate
Manukau
Queenstown
Rotorua
Wanganui
Manukau
Taupo

Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Balloon
Aeroplane
Glider
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Amateur Built Helicopter
Helicopter
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Amateur Built Aeroplane
Amateur Built Aeroplane
Amateur Built Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Amateur Built Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane

Airline Flying Club (Inc)
BZU Aviation
Avcraft Engineering New Zealand Ltd
Nelson Aero Club (Inc)
Nelson Aero Club (Inc)
Mainland Air Services (2010) Limited
Mr S J Hampton
Vincent Aviation Ltd
Wanganui Aero Work (2004) Ltd
Wakatipu Aero Club (Inc.)
Mainland Air Services (2010) Limited
Wings Flight Training Limited
Palms on George Ltd
Mr W A Larsen
Wellington Aero Club (Inc)
Mr W J Greil
Wings Flight Training Limited
Mr D C Halliday
GCB Syndicate
Mr E S Van Der Merwe
Mr D H Henry
Norfolk Aviation Sports Club
Clark / Lillico Partnership
Hauraki Aero Club (Inc)
King Country Heliwork Limited
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Mr R E Goodfellow
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Rick Lucas Helicopters Ltd
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Helihunt ‘N’ Fish Taupo Limited
MKM Noumea
Helicare Maintenance Limited
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Objective Aviation Ltd
Mr M L Jones
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Blue Sky Helicopters Ltd
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Rakiura Helicopters Ltd
Skysales Aviation (NZ) Ltd
Precision Helicopters Ltd
The Helicopter Line Ltd
Darfield Helicopters Limited
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Infinity Heliline Limited
Heavy Jet Limited
Helicopter Charter Nelson Ltd
Helicontrax Ltd
Outback Helicopters Ltd
Mr K J Roberts
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Heliflite Pacific Limited
Vela Fishing Ltd
Bladehire Limited
Mercury Bay Air Services Limited
Wellington City Helicopters Limited
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Helicopters (NZ) Limited
Wings Flight Training Limited
Wings Flight Training Limited
Wings Flight Training Limited
Wings Flight Training Limited
Wings Flight Training Limited
Wings Flight Training Limited
Wings Flight Training Limited
Wings Flight Training Limited
Mr M J S Wilkins
Wings Flight Training Limited
Mr K E Alexander
Mr A D Cooper

Papakura
Albany
Feilding
Nelson
Nelson
Mosgiel
Hamilton
Wellington
Wanganui
Queenstown
Mosgiel
Palmerston North
Pukekohe
Wellington
Wellington
Okaihau
Palmerston North
Kawakawa
Drury
Wellington
Papakura
Inglewood
Plimmerton
Thames
Hamilton
Nelson
Nelson
Warkworth
Nelson
Nelson
Palmerston North
Nelson
Taupo
Auckland
Nelson
Nelson
Auckland
Manukau
Nelson
Mount Maunganui
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
Stewart Island
Christchurch
Urenui
Queenstown
Darfield
Nelson
Wanaka
Howick
Nelson
Christchurch
Pongaroa
Levin
Nelson
Papakura
Hamilton
Taupo
Whangapoua
Auckland
Nelson
Nelson
Palmerston North
Palmerston North
Palmerston North
Palmerston North
Palmerston North
Palmerston North
Palmerston North
Palmerston North
Taupiri
Palmerston North
Okaihau
Great Barrier Island

Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Power Glider
Glider
Glider
Glider
Glider
Glider
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 1
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 1

F O R A L L F I X E D W I N G A N D ROTA RY
M A I N T E NA N C E , R E PA I R A N D
AV I O N I C S R E Q U I R E M E N T S ,
C O N TAC T H A W K E R PAC I F I C
AT A R D M O R E O N 0 9 2 9 5 0 6 6 5
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Hawker Pacific are New Zealand’s one-stop rotary and fixed wing maintenance facility under one roof at Ardmore.
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ZK Register Review

GPS, a 8 pax audio system, fuel flow
computer, 406 ELT and Whelen strobe
System.
The de Havilland Canada DHC-2 Beaver
has excellent STOL capability and was
widely adopted by armed forces as a utility
aircraft. The United States Army purchased
several hundred and nine DHC-2s are still
in service with the U.S. Air Force Civil Air
Patrol for search and rescue. A RNZAF
Beaver supported Sir Edmund Hillary’s
expedition to the South Pole. Over 1,600
Beavers were produced until 1967 when
the original line shut down. Hundreds are
still flying — many of them now heavily
modified to adapt to changes in technology
and needs.
ZK-BVR was originally built for Ghana
Air Force and first flew in 1964 (serial no.
1467). It was imported into Australia in
1974 and was most recently in service with
Sydney Harbour Seaplanes.
This aircraft is for sale. See the
classifieds in this issue of KiwiFlyer.
...continued from previous page
JOY
Cessna 182Q
JPU
Pacific Aerospace 750XL
JSJ
Solar Wings Pegasus XL-R
JTC
Piper PA-38-112
JVC
Piper PA-38-112
KAA
Titan Tornado II
KEZ
Piper L-18C
LPA
Alpi Aviation Pioneer 200
MAT
Cessna 172N
MDD AutoGyro Europe Calidus Fern
MDF Cessna 152
MEG Foxcon Aviation Terrier 200
MLF
Micro Aviation Bantam B22S
MND Piper PA-28-161
MWB Eipper Quicksilver MXL II
MWC Cessna 172M
MWP Mooney M20C
MXZ
Eipper Quicksilver MX
MYF
Partenavia P 68B
NCC Stinson 108-3
NEI
Cessna 152
NPF
Cessna 172N
NSF
Cessna A152
OOL Solar Wings Quantum Super Sport
PGC
Aeroprakt A-22
REL
Carpenterie Pagotto Brako Gyro
RMX
Cessna 172M
ROZ
Tecnam P2002-JF UL
RTE
Piper PA-28R-200
SCC
Zenair CH701 STOL
SKH
DHC-1 Chipmunk Mk 22
SSR
Yakovlev Yak-18T
TMM Pacific Aerospace Cresco 08-600
VJS
Piper PA-34-200
WER Alpi Aviation Pioneer 200
WGW Maule M-5-235C
XAA
Airborne Windsports Redback 503
DEPARTURES - June/July 2011
AWK Cessna 560
CDU De Havilland DH 82A Tiger Moth
EEO
Gardan GY-20 Minicab
EQS
Piper PA-28-161
HGV Robinson R22 Beta
HIP
Hughes 369HS
HND Aerospatiale AS 350B2
HNE Aerospatiale AS 350B2
HNU Aerospatiale AS 350BA
HQE Hughes 369HS
HQH KHI Kawasaki-Hughes 369HS
HUB
Rotorway Exec
HUQ Aerospatiale AS 350BA
HXW Eurocopter EC 130 B4
HYY
MD helicopter 500N
IBT
Aerospatiale AS 350BA
IEC
Eurocopter EC 130 B4
ITL
Ultrasport 555T
IUS
KHI Kawasaki-Hughes 369HS
JBB
First Strike Bobcat
JEH
Piper PA-38-112
JOX
Rand Kar Xair
JTR
Boeing 737-476
KBC
Pacific Aerospace 750XL
PDZ
Pacific Aerospace Cresco 08-600
PDZ
Pacific Aerospace Cresco 08-600
SUJ
Boeing 747-4F6
TUG
Piper PA-25-235
TZT
Gippsland GA8
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ZK-ZAG Piper Seneca
ZK-ZOG Piper Archer

THESE two aircraft are fleet additions
for Golden Bay Air who operate scheduled
flights between Takaka and Wellington, as
well as flights that connect with ground
transport to the Heaphy Track and Able
Tasman National Park.
ZAG is a 1983 Piper PA34-220T Seneca
III that will be used primarily on the
scheduled Wellington-Takaka route, as well
as for charter. It will complement the Piper
PA32R-301 Saratoga ZIG that already
operates VFR on this route. This particular

Double X Flight Limited
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Mr A G Brown
Wings Flight Training Limited
Wings Flight Training Limited
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LPA 2011
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Helicare Services Ltd
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Mr M Gordon
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Frewi NZ South Island Ltd
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Mr M E Lobb
Tauranga Aero Club (Inc)
Mr R C Cawthorne
M V Ryan and M J S Wilkins
Andrew Park Electronic Security Limited
Wanganui Aero Work (2004) Ltd
Wings Flight Training Limited
Mr T S Hunt
Craig Aviation Ltd
Mr H A Adhrens
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Timaru
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Auckland
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Airwork Flight Operations Limited
Ashburton Aviation Museum Society Inc
Mr G B Taylor
Golden Bay Air Limited
Rick Lucas Helicopters Ltd
M.G & R.T.D Lealand
Helicopters (NZ) Ltd
Helicopters (NZ) Ltd
Helicopters Queenstown Ltd
Central Helicopters Limited
H.A.S. Pty Limited
Mr C W Johnston
Helicopters (NZ) Ltd
Advanced Flight Limited
Garden of Eden Helicopters Ltd
Oceania Aviation Limited
Tasman Helicopters Above & Beyond
Ultrasport Helicopters NZ Limited
H.A.S. Pty Limited
Mr P J Patterson
Air Hawkes Bay Limited
Waikato Microlight Club (Inc)
Jetconnect Limited
Pacific Aerospace Limited
Skydive Queenstown Limited
Skydive Queenstown Limited
Air New Zealand Ltd
Wellington Gliding Club (Inc)
Izard Pacific Aviation Ltd

Manukau
Ashburton
Mossburn
Takaka
Palmerston North
Rotorua
Nelson
Nelson
Queenstown
Opotiki
Sutherland NSW
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Auckland
Christchurch
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Motueka
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Products and Services
Seneca was imported from Canada and
was chosen for its high useful load which
will enable them to quickly substitute the
Saratoga with the Seneca if conditions are
expected to be IMC on any part of the
route. Avionics have been upgraded to
include Garmin 530W/430W in order to fly
the GNSS procedures they commissioned
for Takaka Aerodrome.
ZOG is a 1986 Piper PA28-181 Archer
which was imported from the US for use
largely on scenic flights in Golden Bay and
to fly trampers and mountain bikers who
have completed the Heaphy Track back
to Takaka. It was selected for low-wing
stability, important when operating in the
cross-winds that are sometimes experienced
in Takaka and Wellington. They are
versatile aircraft, with individual seats able
to be removed to accommodate bulky items
such as mountain bikes.

ZK-MLY 1956 Cessna 172
Taildragger

JOHN Anderson recently acquired a quite
special Cessna 172 after hunting for a nice
taildragger as he says (with a smile) that
“trainer wheel configuration does nothing
to excite me”. His new pride and joy is a

Subscribe today!
KiwiFlyer is published every two months and
delivered free to every aircraft operator and
aviation document holding business in New
Zealand. Other persons are welcome to
subscribe for only $25 incl gst (6 issues).
Make your cheque out to Kiwi Flyer Limited
and post to Kiwi Flyer Subscriptions, PO Box
72-841, Papakura 2244. Thanks !
Don’t forget to tell us your name, address,
post code, phone number and email.

Tanker to Aircraft
Refuelling at Ardmore

Credit card payments are accepted,
but only online via our website subscription
page at: www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Avgas and Jet A1
Call George Hoskins
Phone 021 369 600
or VHF 133.1 MHz
Ardmore Sky Station
Ph/Fax: (09) 297 7188
Email: skystation@xtra.co.nz

Reach thousands of Kiwi Flyers with your
classified advertisement
For private advertisers, classified advertising in KiwiFlyer is discounted to only $35 including
GST for 50 words and a colour photograph. Or pay by column space at the rate of only $10
including GST per column centimetre. Please contact us for commercial advertising rates.

1956 model (the first year of production
for the type). After several owners, it was
involved in a landing accident in 1966, with
a collapsed nose wheel assembly being the
main damage. In the first 10 years of its
life it only flew about 1000 hours which
isn’t unheard of for American aircraft.
It remained in storage after the accident
until the late 1990s when it again changed
hands and was completely rebuilt by this
purchaser, first flying again in early 1997.
During the rebuild it was converted to a
tail-dragger configuration using the Ralph
Bolen STC with C180 main and C170 tail
gear and a Sportsman STOL kit was also
fitted. John describes it as a unique fun
machine. Having started his flying career as
a topdressing pilot in Fletchers, 185s and
Agwagons, he had a strong desire to own
a C180. He says that “the cost of doing so
makes his new aircraft the next best thing
and hopefully the 180/185 clubbers will
allow me to tag along!”
www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Send your advert details and cheque made out to Kiwi Flyer Limited to Kiwi Flyer Classifieds,
PO Box 72-841, Papakura, Auckland 2244.
Alternately, fax details to (09) 929 3079 or email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz. Credit cards or bank
transfer payments are welcome but can only be accepted by internet payment. Please contact us
for details by email or phone 0800 KFLYER (0800 535 937).
Classified deadline for the next issue is 7th October.
Don’t forget to include all of your contact details in your advertisement.
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DE HAVILLAND DHC2 BEAVER FOR SALE
Extensive 5000 man hour restoration just completed
The Engine and all accessories
including, Exhaust, Propeller,
Avionics, Control Cables, Wiring,
Electrics, and Instruments, are either
NEW or ‘0’ time. The entire fuselage,
both wings and most flight controls,
have been re-skinned, and all new
floors have been installed.
Popular modifications fitted include:
Sealand Cabin Extension, Lifetime
Wing Struts, Tip Tanks, Firewall
Battery, Jasco Alternator, Cleveland
Wheels, Brakes and Tyres.

KiwiFlyer Classified

ARDMORE
HANGARAGE

NEW Robinson R66 Turbine

2 x Zlin Z-137T

NELSON AIRPORT

Ag/Fire-Fighting aircraft for sale
(1000 litre capacity)

NEW HANGAR FOR LEASE

Full Service Hangarage available
now at Ardmore Airport

Floor Area 370m2

20m x 5.5m Power Doors

Door Opening 18.5m x 5m

Large Apron

Office Area 84m2 (over 2 levels)

Sealed Taxiway
Long Term or Short Term

AVAILABLE JULY

Corporate Jet Services Limited
P: (09) 298 6249

The aircraft has new glass, 8 place
leather seating, quilted headliner,
interior lighting, wool carpets, new
floors, pilots harness, seatbelts and
cargo restraints.
New Avionics include: Garmin SL40
Coms X 2, Garmin 327 Transponder,
Garmin 695 GPS, 7000H Audio
panel wired for 8 pax, JPI Fuel Flow,
406 ELT and Whelen Strobes.

4 PAX + Pilot, Cruise Speed 120 kts, 927 lb usable at
max fuel. Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd,
Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

NEW Robinson R22 Beta II

NEW Robinson R44 Raven I and II

New Robinson R22 Beta II. POA.
Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd,
Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

New Robinson R44 Raven I and II. POA.
Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd,
Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

For Sale ex-Czech Republic
Both aircraft maintained to manufacturer’s
standards with no damage history. All logs and
maintenance records available and complete.

This outstanding restoration provides
a rare opportunity to own one of
these exceptional utility aircraft. A
complete photo resume recording
the total restoration process is
available. For further information and
specifications contact: Frank Wright.
email: wright@wave.co.nz

Aircraft 1: Manufactured 1991, TTSN 318hrs.
Price: EUR150,000
Aircraft 2: Manufactured 1992, TTSN 523hrs.
Price: EUR100,000
Return to service management and ferry-flight
services also available through GE Aviation.
Contact: Andrew Wallace, Hamilton, NZ.
Phone: +64 (0)21 128 5010

Sale Price is: $550,000 NZD +GST.
NEW CESSNA 162 SKYCATCHER. Receiving
fantastic reviews for its outstanding comfort
and performance, the much anticipated Cessna
162 Skycatcher is landing in NZ this year. Call
now for information on this brilliant aircraft.

2005 CESSNA 182T. Garmin G1000 glass
cockpit with KAP140 Auto Pilot, Leather Seats,
Amsafe Seatbelts, Always hangared. Less than
300 Hrs total time, this aircraft is in excellent
condition! Price on application.
NEW 2010 MD500E. 4 Bladed Tail Rotor, Garmin
Avionics, Fargo Aux Fuel, Extended Landing Gear,
Tinted Windows, Rapid Door Removal Hinges.

Ph. 03 522 4591 or 021 310 063

NEW ROBINSON R66 TURBINE. 5 seater, large
baggage locker, RR300 powered. Call now for
more information.

1981 Cessna Citation I SP 510-0198 For Immediate Sale!! 4650 Hrs Total Time
Since New. Engines 1144 Since Major Overhaul. Thrust Reverse. Collins Avionics.
Sperry SPZ-500. Delivery immediate ex-Ardmore Airport. US$595,000.

2008 Cessna Citation Mustang 510-0054 Only 261 Hrs SN. 6 Seat cabin.
Latest technology. Cruise 340 kts up to 41,000 ft in quiet comfort. Superb for
only US$2,295,000 +GST if sold in NZ. Delivery immediate ex-Ardmore Airport.

1978 CESSNA R172-K HAWK XP. 3970 TTAF,
Engine 210Hp, 150Hrs TSO, Prop 420Hrs
TSO, very well equipped. All over white with
blue and gold accent colours. Black and grey
leather trim seats. $150,000 + GST.
Cessna 172-M ZK-DKH 8700 Hours Since New.
Engine 1403 to TBO. White, Red, Blue & Grey. Leather
seats & new carpets. Cargo pod. Asking NZ$70,000
+GST if sold in NZ. Call for full specifications.

2007 ROBINSON R22 BETA II.
2000Hrs TTSN, Ideal aircraft for a private owner.
Cabin Heater, defogger, turn coordinator,
Garmin 259XL GPS. $92,000 + GST.
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1998 R22 BETA II. Zero Time Rebuild by
Helimech UK, Airframe 1980Hrs, TSO 19Hrs,
Garmin GNC-250XL GPS/Com, Bendix SkyMap
III, Always Hangared. $230,000 + GST.
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Contact Chris Barry
P: 09 295 0859 M: 021 844 490
E: chris.barry@skysales.co.nz
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1974 MOONEY M20-F EXECUTIVE. Fast and
well maintained aircraft. Approx 2500Hrs TTAF,
engine recently overhauled. POA.

Contact Chris Barry
P: 09 295 0859 M: 021 844 490
E: chris.barry@flightline.co.nz

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Cessna 182-T Skylane,
2006. ZK-WTZ. G-1000.
163 TTSN. NZ$299,500
+GST if sold in NZ.

1992 Piper Seneca III
3620 Hrs SN. Engines: 1660
Hrs TSO. Was NZ$169,900
+GST – Make an Offer!!

2006 Cessna 172-S Skyhawk
ZK-XPS 1282 TTSFN. G-1000 equipped 172.
NZ$269,500 +GST if sold in NZ.

1992 Socata Tobago TB-10, 2956 Hrs SN,
180 HP engine, 736 Hrs Since O/H, 1295
to run, Prop: 989 TSO, NZ$135,000 +GST if
sold in NZ. Offers & Trade-in Considered!!

1979 Cessna 172-N Superhawk
180 HP Conversion. Engine 1429 Hrs SFN. 571 Hrs
to TBO/2018. Prop: 1429 Hrs SN. King avionics
Dual VHF NZ$115,000 incl. of GST (if any).

NA Harvard 3
1092. Pristine Condition.
Strip and repaint 2010.
NZ$230,000 +GST if sold in NZ.

1980 Cessna 404 Titan
ZK-NDY US$499,900.

Classic Tiger Moth
NZ$139,900 no GST.

1973 Cessna 172-M,
1200 to run, NZ$70,000+GST

1986 Rutan Long Ez
NZ$75,000 no GST.

Contact Dennis: P. 09 298 6249 | M. 0294 923 160 | E. dennis@dtiaircraftsales.com
Visit us at Harvard Lane, Ardmore Airport, Papakura.
www.DtiAircraftSales.com
International Aircraft Sales and Acquisitions for 43 years. 15 Aircraft in stock. Buy it and we will teach you to fly it !

KiwiFlyer Classifieds reach thousands of Kiwi Flyers every issue. See the coupon on page 52 for details.

DENNIS THOMPSON
INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
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Avsure Insurance Feature

Aviation Policy - Warranties and Conditions
THE TERM “warranty” as used in an
aircraft insurance policy differs from the
use of the term in relation to other types
of contracts. A warranty is a term in a
policy which requires strict compliance by
the Insured.

Predominantly the term is used in
relation to approved pilots under the
policy. The Pilot Warranty may stipulate
a schedule of named pilots or a guideline
as to minimum qualification or levels of
experience under an Open Pilot Warranty.

Accident and Incident Reports
Type:		
Raytheon 1900D EAR
Location: Wellington
POB: 15
Operation: Transport A/B Injuries: Nil
Date:		
26 July 2011
Report:
Aircraft ZK-EAR on stand 8
running and ready to taxi. ANZ Tug 15
parked north of aircarft with hand brake
not appied. Dash 8 on stand 9 started up
and blew tug into and wedged tug under
wing just missing running props. Aircraft
parked on Zulu 7.
Type:		
S-H Duo Discus T GBO
Location: Kaimai Ranges POB: 2
Operation: Private Other
Injuries: Nil
Date:		
21 August 2011
Report:
The glider clipped a tree and
crashed after the wind dropped off while in
cruise.
Type:		
Cessna 180J DXA
Location: Ruahine Ranges POB: 1
Operation: Private Other
Injuries: Nil
Date:		
20 August 2011
Report:
A distress alert was received by
the RCCNZ and a search was initiated. This
led to the aircraft being found in an upside
down position in the Ruahine Ranges.
Type:		
Rans S-6ES JOR
Location: Rangiora
POB: 2
Operation: Training Dual
Injuries: Nil
Date:		
13 May 2011
Report:
As the instructor was showing
the student a go around manoeuvre after a
flare, the aircraft stalled and dropped to the
ground.

courtesy of

Type:		
Westland Bush Plane WBP
Location: Hokitika
POB: 1
Operation: Private Other
Injuries: Nil
Date:		
23 July 2011
Report:
The aircraft landed short on a
river bank, entered water and then rolled
gently over onto its roof.
Type:		
Fly Synthesis Storch S JES
Location: Dargaville
POB: 1
Operation: Private Other
Injuries: Nil
Date:		
21 August 2011
Report:
Aircraft’s nose wheel collapsed
during landing causing the aircraft to roll
over, ending up in an upside down position.
Type:		
Bell 47G-3B-1 ICJ
Location: Near Tauranga POB: 1
Operation: Private Other
Injuries: Nil
Date:		
17 July 2011
Report:
The helicopter struck a plastic
drum during landing causing the tail
rotor blades and tail rotor gearbox to be
substantially damaged.
Type:		
Robinson R44 II HAA
Location: Kaio
POB: 1
Operation: Ferry/Position Injuries: Nil
Date:		
16 July 2011
Report:
Helicopter had a heavy landing
and roll over following a precautionary
landing shortly after takeoff due to
suspected engine problems. Aircraft caught
fire and was destroyed. Pilot escaped
without injury.
Please note: Reports are selected from www.caa.govt.nz and
are provided for information only. Accuracy is not guaranteed.

Contact us for a
free no obligation
quotation on any
aviation insurance
requirement you have
AIRCRAFT

Avsure provides the most competitive
insurance programmes available in the
Aviation Industry. When considering
your aircraft insurance, you
definitely need the best ADVICE,
EXPERIENCE and RESOURCES.
At Avsure, WE DELIVER.

l
l
l

Pleasure & Business Aircraft
Charter l Aircraft Sales
Flying Schools l Aero Clubs
Agricultural l Helicopters

AVIATION LIABILITY
l
l

Premises
Chemical

l
l

Airports l Products
Hangarkeepers

PROPERTY
l

Hangars and Contents

PERSONAL

Avsure - where aviation insurance
isn’t just a sideline, it’s all we do!

l
l

Pilot Personal Accident
Passengers l Pilots term life

P: 09 298 8206 or 0800 322 206 F: 09 298 8218
E: insure@avsure.co.nz www.avsure.co.nz

A division of Boston Marks Group Limited
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Contributed by Bill Beard
Be acutely aware of your Pilot Warranty
at all times because in the case of a claim, a
breach of any warranty entitles the Insurers
to avoid the policy regardless of the fact
that the warranty may not be material to
the risk and also regardless of whether
the loss is in fact caused by the breach of
warranty.
Another important aspect to bear in
mind is:

• Compliance with all air navigation and
airworthiness orders and ensuring
that the aircraft is airworthy at the
commencement of each flight. Of
absolute importance is to ensure your
ARA and BFR are current and ensure
that all employees and users of your
aircraft comply with such requirements.

The following exclusions apply to all
aircraft policies:

• Whilst an aircraft is being used for any
illegal purpose or for any purpose or
use other than that included in the
policy.
• Whilst the aircraft and/or components
are being transported by any means
of conveyance except as a result of an
accident.
• Whilst the aircraft is being piloted by
any person other than stated in the
schedule (the exception is that the
aircraft may be operated on the ground
by any person competent for that
purpose).
• Whilst the total number of passengers
being carried in the aircraft exceeds
the declared maximum number of
passenger seats stated in the schedule.
• Whilst the aircraft is landing on or
taking off or attempting to do so
from a place that does not comply
with the recommended take-off/
landing distances specified in the pilots
handbook.

There are other “do’s and don’t’s” but
generally these are the important ones and
if you ensure compliance with the above
bullet points then the chances of a claim
being denied would be very remote.
To discuss this topic or any other
aviation insurance questions, contact
Bill Beard at Avsure on 0800 322 206.
Full policy wordings are listed on our
website at www.avsure.co.nz

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Ground Power

Fire

Bell

MD Helicopters

Liferafts

Cable Cutters

Sikorsky

Engine Support

Agusta Westland

2011 Catalog
now available in
Printed, CD, or
Memory Stick
formats.

Eurocopter

Robinson

Special Ops

Safety Support

Cargo Systems

EXCLUSIVE NZ DISTRIBUTORS
FOR DART HELICOPTER SERVICES
Contact us to request a free catalogue today
Phone 09 295 0665

www.hawkerpacific.com

